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The Rollins Sandspur, Florlda's
oldest college newspaper, was
established in 1894 with the following
editorial:
"Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and
pointed, well rounded yet many sided, assidlously tenacious, yet as gritty
and tenacious as Its name · implies,
victorious In single combat and
therefore without peer, wonderfully
attractive and extensive in circulation, all these will be forced upon Investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of the Sandspur."
The Rollins Sandspur is a publication produced by the students of
Rollins College. Sandspur offices are
located In the Student Center, Rollins
College. The Rollins Sandspur Is produced at the Type People, 722 W.
Smith St., Ortando, FL. and printed at
the Oviedo Outlook, Oviedo, FL
In an effort to establish a continuing
·dialogue within the Rollins community, the Rollins Sandspur promotes
discussion lndlgenious to the
scholastlc environment. Therefore this
paper encourages students to voice
their opinions or concerns on pertinent Issues In the form of letters to the
editor.
Letters will be printed on a spaceavailable basis. All letters must be
received by the Monday before the
paper appears. All letters should be
addressed: Editor, Rollins Sandspur,
Box 2742, Rollins College.

next Issue Nov. 1 3

by Casey A Ghost
On Halloween we ghost
· writers slither out of our
greenslime closets. Since
we can't fix you with our
beady eyes, we nail you to
the wall with our pens. Every
other day my word processor prints out in lemon juice.
Today in black and white
I'm offering ghostly wisdom
on next week's presidential
election. So pay attention!
Politics?! No thanks! I
figure anybody who gets a.
foothold high enough on
the ~lippery partisan ladder
to get a mugshot on
billboard or a glasy-eyed
grin- on the boob' tube has
probat;>ly told enough lies
, to stretch ·Pinnochio's nose
from Dizzyworld to your
doorstep.
Both boys arm wrestling
for king of the mountain
have an endless stream of
senile oversimplifica.tions.
Both are about as boring as
, warmed-over week-old
mush. I'd rather vote for
somebody else, but I'm
afraid the lemon juice on
the wall tells me one of
those two (and ·not one of
the three or four or five) is
going to emerge from our
archaic electoral college
system as the big cheese
for the next four years. And
one of those boys has even
us ghosts quaking in our
socks.
Let's not name names.
You figure it out. Let's just
call that boy ·who's scarier
than a graveyard full of
ghosts GOP.
Gone over precipipice?
Just keeping taking right
turns.
·
Guilty of paternalism?

a

That's nicest thing they say
in .central America.
God's own pirate? That
what he whispers in the mirror.
Globalizer of poverty?
Ask a mother with eight kids
to feed who just got her
food stamps cut.
Glitz over puke? That's the
Gop punk board.
Let's be honest. Gop's got
friends. He'-s redone the tax
system so that the ultra-rich
have more and more stash
to, burn on custom cars,
South African diamonds, tri.pie digit bottles of booze
( not to mention coffee
makers), and limitless toys
for global war games.
So what does Gop care
that 25 % of all American
children are poor and starving but can't get sick
because there··s little public
health care. Make that
50 % of all black children.
Unfortunately· the kids who
are sick and starving can't
vote. But single mothers
and the elderly who know
the grief cast in the wake of
cuts to federal programs
(Social Security, Aid for
Families with Dependent
Children, and the Women,
Infants and Children Nutrition) can, and they'd better. Are you worried that
some hungry child might
misuse food stamps when
Gop wants to build bigger
bombs fast faster fastest?
"What about national
security?" screams Goofy
on Protectionism. I wonder
how many missiles buried
all over the world it will take
to make an expensively fed
Gop with an anorexic-

looking wife feel secure in a
nation of starving children.
Doesn't national security
mean something besides
stockpiling out-moded toys
of global annihilation?
How secure do you feel
about Gop wedding the
State to the most narrow ·
fundamentalist Christianity
as THE American Religion?
How secure does it make
you feel that Gop has promised that his Supreme
Court appointees will be
pledged to outlaw abortion? ·( It means that you
and your sisters and
daughters can kiss goodbye to safe and legal abortion for the rest of your lives
and probably to any legal
rights over your own body.)
How secure do you feel
about Gop thinking that he
can WIN a nuclear war? Or
worse yet, how do you feel
about Gop's complacent
interpretation of the Bible:
Armageddon is just around
the corner, and Gop's gonna get us there fast. Do you
get the queasy feeling that
Gop's ·got an itchy trigger
finger and wants to shoot It
out on Main Street just like
in the movies?
How do you feel about
the Ghastly Outrageous
Pride of .one who just might
be old enough himself to
have delusions about being the LAST PRESIDENT OF
THE USA?
Tricky? Casey A Ghost
advises a treaty with safer
boredom. You might get a
chance to vote again In
four years.
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Letter to the editor
Student ~ndemns Sandspur
To The Editor,
.
In reaction to the last issue of the Rollins Sandspur /Vol. 91, Issue 3/,
I have a few comments I would like to aim directly to you, the Editor.
As a member of the Rollins community, I feel that its about time that
someone should stand up and speak out against our only community
publication which has turned out to be an insult to any reader's intelligence. Never in my ltfe, have I opened up a newspaper and read
sue}, garbage in my life. I can't believe that such a potentially excellent
newspaper could be of such a low quality and poor taste.
On the inner cover of each and every issue of the Sandspur, a nice little blurb about its history appears. It claims that the Rollins Sandspur,
being "Ronda's oldest college newspaper'; was establtshed in 1894 with
an editorial which asserts that the qualtties of the new-founded
newsp_aper will be "wonderfully attractive" and "well rounded''. Personally, I don't believe that articles like the "Joys of Being Rich White Trash"
or On Sadomasachism·Decorum'; as being "wonderfully attractive" or
"well rounded''. Now, /,m not implying that all of the articles in the last
issue were of poor taste, because I would be wrong if I attempted to
do so. However, I do feel that 1/ you expect the Rollins Sandspur to be
of the quality it was intended to be, you had better start being more
careful about what articles you should and should nor print.
The first thing that everyone learns in Freshman Composition in wr,ting
any paper, article, etc. is simply: You MUST determine who your audience is. Not only do Rollins students read the Sandspur, bur faculty,
alumni and friends of Rollins do as well. What is a friend of Rollins, an
alumm; or even worse yet, a stranger going to think of Rollins 1/ he or
she picks up an issue of the Sanspur, and reads articles that attpemt to
realte vulgarity to menstruation, or about pleasures of sadomasochism
which were written by the elusive Frida 'Ve Sade" Lagg whom we all
know is really the newspape's entertainment editor. What is that persd(I
going to think of Rolltils when on one page he or she reads a wellwritten editorial 1il defense of black students at Rol!tils, and only five
pages later, the same black students are referred to as "niggers" in a
tasteless article written by a mysterious author.
I'll tell what that person is going to think, he or she's golng to think
that Rollins is a college composed of a population of prejudice, weird,
and sick-minded people who don't even give a damn about their selfimage! Well I don't know about you and your staff, but I don't enjoy to
be thought of in that way even by a stranger, not to mention friends
and alumni of Rollins. Furthermore, I'm almost wil!tilg to be that most of
the Rollins' students and faculty are JOO% behind when I make this
claim.
I'm certainly not going to tell you how to run the school newspaper
because that's YOUR job, but you better also make 1t part of your job to
pr,ilt artides that don't deface mine or the rest of the Rollins' image.
Dav,d Tehrani

Alum anti-anti-nuke minister
Dear Sir:
Duoted here below is a letter I have written to the Dean of Chapel
which I feel would be of interest to your readers:
''As an alumnus of Rollins, it is indeed quite irritating to note thal on
Sunday, November 4th, the Rev. Wtlliam Sloan Coffin, former Dean of
Yale University, Divinity Schoof, will be a guest preacher in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel.
''lt seems to me that the Reverend has shown antipathy to the
religious freedom so spelled out in the United State Constitution as to be
wt/ling to placate and argue peace in behalf of the enemies of freedom.
For, when these enemies speak ofpeace, they have in mind, control of
the individual by a totalttarian state, plus the corruption and desecration
of all past values which has given this country the highest standard.of
living known to man under God
'Whtie it might be true that our mora!t'ty and patriotism is not as law
as it was in the mid-1960's and 1970's, nevertheless, the iaw ebb of our
morality can be laid at the feet of those clergymen who led the riots,
marches and demonstrations.
'While in a very narrow sense, the church and clergy might possibly
have a right to po!ttica!tze in behalf of morality, they never have this right
in behalf of immorality, under the guise of freedom. "
Very truly yours,
Charles Harwood, Jr. '44

Wettstein's response
October 19, 1984
Mrs. Charles Harwood, Jr.
Suite 190
670 White Plains Road
Scarsdale, NY. 10583
Dear Mr. HarwoodThank you for your letter expressing your concern about the forthcoming speaking engagement of the Rev. William Sloane Coffin, Minister of Riverside Church, in the Knowles Memorial Chapel. I have every
confidence that our students today have the capacity to evaluate each
speaker ~n campus, whatever his or her views, just as they always
have had The tradition of open debate and discussion an this campus
antedates even the presidency of Hamilton Holt, although he was one of
its strongest proponents.
Accept my every good wish.
Yours sincerely,
A. Arnold Wettstein

Greek defends sorority rus
Dear Editor,
As this year's Panhellenic Rush Director and a member of a sorority
for four years, I would !tke to respond to Miss Leigh Lowe's letter
concerning the time frame of sorority rush.
In response to your question about why rush is held in October, it is
done for numerous reasons.
J. Due to Nation Panhe/lenic rules Sororities are unable to have any
sociallunctions promoting their name until after rush.
2. To alleviate some of the pressures of dirty rush; not only by an
inconsiderate minority of the females, but !Jy the majority of the male
pop~~w~ca~~
.
I agree with you that a certain amount of all freshman have a difficult
time adjusting to college life; however, I disagree that the sororities are
unjustly taking advantage of this vulnerable position. Most freshman
women will participate in sorority rush regardless of social pressures.
They are aware of the benefits of sorority life /not only the sor;ial ones/
before theyarrive at Rollins. For the past 4 years ovt1r 70% of the .
freshman and transfer women have taken part in rush each year. Of
that 70% approximately 55% of them pledge a sorority.
I dont really think you are fully aware of aU that a 'sorority has to
offer. A sorority is much more than someone to "watch over you" as
you put it. A sorority offers leadership positions and opportunities
beginning in your p/edgeship year and continuing through tor the rest of
your !tfe. A sorority gives you companionship with the chance to express
your accomplishments and indiVJdua/ity without fear of rejection.
Sororities on this campus all place a strong emphasis on academics; and
study monitored study hours, and study buddies for each and every
pledge.
·
As you said I am wrong, I, feel yo_u are wrong, the soroities at Rollins
do help the young freshman women adjust to college !tfe.
As for when sorority rush takes place: a number of the sorority
women on campus are unhappy with the time frame of rush. The one
difference is that we feel it should either be before school or during the
first week of school. This would mainly do two things. The first thing is
to prevent ill effects on the academics of both the freshman rushes and
the soron'ty women. This would not only please us, but relieve the
faculty as well. The second is that would cut down enormously on the
amount ofpressure the freshman are under. They would be able to
make their own decision and do what is best for them. Your suggestion
of holding rush during winter term would hurt the sororities not help
them. Even with rush where it is now problems arise, I cannot imagine
how bad it would be by January.
I hope thail have not only en!tghtened you, but others as well, to not
only the benefits of sorority !tfe, but_to the aspirations we have of
bettenng our system.
Sincerely,
L!ndaHarper
Panhellenic Rush
Director
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Candidate Nobody:

Atnerica's hippest candidate

by Brian Plane
On November 6th "Candidate Nobody" will receive more votes than
Candidate Reagan or Candidate Mondale. More eligible voters will
choose to stay home election day as opposed to casting a ballot for
either the Democratic or Republican candidate. Ask a typical Rollins
student who has decided to vote why they support a particular
r.andidate and they will most often say, "I don't like either candidate, but
1think so-and-so is not as bad as so-and-so." Could it be that the inevit- _
able "Victory" of "Candidate Nobody" in '84 should be interpreted as an
expression of dissatisfaction with the American politicai process? Might
the prevalence of the "lesser of two evils" principle indicate that voters
are d~isfied with the choice they have been presented with in '84? Is
there ameaningful difference between the Republican and Democratic
Parties?
An examination of the candidates' platforms reveals-that where
Reagan may be saying "stay the course", Mondale, at best, is saying
"stay the course, trim the sails." In last Sunday's presidential debate fthe
only major clash between the two candidates was over Reagan's "star
wars" defense proposal. Both candidates plan to increase military
spending if elected. Both candidates are dedicated to "stopping
communism." Both candidates will continue projecting U.S. influence in
a"world policeman" type role. If you're in favor of a decrease in military
spending and want the U.S. to pursue a low key international policy,

Ronald Reagan:
by Todd Wesson
I have been an advocate of Ronald
Reagan ever since his bid for the
Republican Presidential Candidacy in
1976. Eight years ago I recognized the
need for his leadership and in 1980, the
rest of America supported Reagan
strongly enough to give him a near landslide victory over Jimmy Carter. ·In 1984,
this country still feels that Ronald Reagan
should be the man at the helm. In the
past four years, through the policies of
Ronald Reagan, America has pulled itself
from the depths of a recession, put many
of its umemployed back to work, revital~ed a lacking military and gained a
new-found pride, formerly lost during the
embarassing Carter-Mondale years.
Does America want to return to the
spineless policies of the DemocrajS, the
double digit inflation, the national delemma of an economy caught in a wild tailspin of tax and spend, tax and spec? The

there isn't a candidate for you in this election.
Domestically, both candidates will continue puning the federal
government deeper into debt, neither candidate will decrease the rate of
taxation, and ultimately neither andidate proposes any major changes
in the use of government. I~ theififforts to appeal to voters, both
candidates try to stay away from issues outside the "far center."
This is by no means a phenomenon
uniqtie
to election '84. President
I
,Reagan would be the first to1·admit that he only altered, or "trimmed the
sails" of the Democratic policy he inherited. Reagan did not cut taxes, he
me~ely cut the inc_rease in taf es. During the Rf~gan Administration, the
national debt has increased clfld so has the size:of government. In fact,
since WW 11, Republican and,,Democratic
administrations
have steadily
f .
'/
inc~eas_ed the si_ze of Federal Governmentjnd have been committed to
proJecting U.S. influence abroad. The.Jag( substantial alteration of
~--·-'
national policy was Franklin Roosevelt's
New Deal.
't·
In 1980, a grass roots movement fat a broader choice on election day
gave birth to the independent candid,fv of John Anderson. However,
the barriers protecting the two party system prevented Anderson from
becoming a major factor in the election. The two major factors
prohibiting the development of third parties and independent candidates
are: 1) Difficulty of ballot access, and 2) A political intrastructure which
precludes the development of third parties and independent candidates.
~p

,

.

Currently, third parties and independents must spend a vast majority
of their time and resources collecting signatures and fighting legislative
loopholes in order to obtain ballot access. If ballot access was easier,
these resources could be used instead to educate the electorate on their
different policies and platforms. Exposure to different ideologies is vital
to any democracy. Moreover, alternative candidates are not afraid to
press new issues, or issues which are not directed at the "far center."
Furthermore, the parties in power have set up a political intrastructure
which protects their own power base by hindering the existence of
alternative candidates. The Reagan and Mondale campaigns were both
given upwards of $25,000,000 through the Federal government to finance
their campaigns, any reimbursement an alternative candidate receives
comes after the election. Presidential debates have becom~ a major, if
not the major factor in influencing voter decisions, yet these debates
encompass only the "far center'' ideologies of the Democratic and
Republican parties.
· If we are interested in decreasing apathy in American politics and
providing the voters with a broader choice on election-day, the time has
come to revive our current system in favor of a greater role for
independent and third party candidates. A greater alternative for the
electorate can only strengthen the democratic process by exposing us to
a greater variety of ideology and thought.

A task yet - unfinished

American populace has answered this
question with a resounding "NO!" and
even the Democrats are taking notice.
The Democrats are already showing
their traditional policy of defeatism, even
within their own party. Every major poll,
including those sponsored 'by the Democrats, show Mondale many points behind
Reagan, in both popular support and electoral votes. Even Jimmy Carter, when
asked of Mondale's chances, replied, "I
have my hopes, but I wouldn't bet my
farm." Lately, Mondale has been touring
the farm belt in a vain attempt to urge
the rural voters into "making a difference
in this election" as they did in the
Truman Dewey race. How can a sponsor
of the Soviet grain shipment embargo
make this Janus-like plea?
Mondale has continued to show the
gelatinous consitution of his backbone by
his eleventh hour attempt to embrace a

more "macho" image. Where as the
Soviet Union with · a unilateral arms
freeze, he now claims to understand how
to "be tough with the Soviets." This
comes from a man who chose a woman
vice presidential running mate in order to
keep the Na,tion'ifO'cgtinization of Women
from stompitl~
uf ,.,.of~th·Et
?oemocratic
i-./~,;,·
,,,f'(~. ,,
Conveq~on...Mondale's
at being
politicatty cq!c;· 1Yi} lo,c~s~~, 1 andering_ to
every ?.~pec1al ~J.nterest t roup which
esp'ovses a,rheo-liber]I 'cause/ are simply
not _ih\~/ Q~~tjesf ~e~icfwhant in a
pres1~er~ ..---~-" ff Ji i
RonaJu fteagafi' has(~tught this count~ out 'of(h~ d:E,t~s'J1Yl C_arter-M on dale
sirred retess,ton wit'Jamazing speed. He
made his ~romises,in 1980 and, when the
Demociati?ajjy,,,.,controlled congress let
him, he kept them .. Inflation has dropped
from 12.4 percent to 4.2 percent. The
prime interest rate is do.wn from 21.5
f._

,
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an~rru,

percent to 12 percent. The national crime
rate is down. Unemployment, at a 10.7
percent high during the worst of the
recession, is now 7.4 percent, with over
6.4 million .new jobs being created.
Reagan resurrected the 8-1 Bomber to
replace the antiquated B-52's. Mondale
opposed, as Carter did, this much needed
plan. Reagan has improved the military
all round; it's equipment, it's morale. It is
during the Reagan administration that the
seven thousand dollar coffee pot syndrome has come to ·light. Surely the pen_tagon did not begin overpaying for parts
on January 25, 1981. This practice has
gone on for some time arrd it is the
Reagan administration which has proposed sanctions for those responsible for the
overcharge or falsified test results on
new military equipment. Reagan has
reduced personal income taxes by 23 percent. Walter Mondale openly pledges to

raise taxes by 10 percent, and to reduce
the much needed military spending. Mondale has opposed tax indexing, a Reagan
proposal for a fairer tax structure.
It is through these facts that one may
see how Ronald Reagan has brought a
renewed pride to this country, a rejuvinated spirit of America where
Americans can hold their heads high. We
must not falter and allow Mondale with
his liberal democrat cronies to turn this
country back to the days of double digit
inflation, high taxes and uncertain foreign
policy. We must continue on the path
chosen four years ago.
In orde to insure that America's present
progress is continued, we must
guarantee Ronald Reagan four more
years.

Leadership vs. Showmanship
by Mark Peres
At the risk of losing all my friends and being cast into the lake of
perpetual damnation, I admit I am a registered Democrat who will
endorse Mr. Mondale's bid for the presidency on November 6th. I
do so with an unshakable belief in the virtues of selective martyrdom.
Mr. Mondale, unlike Mr. Reagan, has led a reasonably candid,
substantial campaign that has stressed the dangers of present
domestic and foreign policies and the pressing need for intelligent,
perceptive leadership. Mr. Mondale has addressed the few issues the
media has embraced and many of those that they have not with
temperance, clear vision and trust in the sensibility of the American
public. He has, however, enjoyed relatively little mass support which
Bdue, I think, to the clever, often devious tactics of his opponent's

braintrust
Mr. Reagan has won th·e sprnls at an immature false prophet.
Wrapped in pleasant symbols, imagP.S and cliches (sheep's clothing), he
lm proclaimed with vigor and charisma that all is right with the Grand
or LI.SA and has lulled the public into a fraudulent sense of harmony
clld security. Mr. Reagan has seduced the electorate with charm, pomp
nl circumstance and rhetoric that harkens to a disneyesque America of
~ . applepie and puritan values. His political rallies, meticulously
oo:hestrated down to the last balloon and rehearsed witticism, exploit

patriotism in grand demagogic fashion. His commercials, which echo
manifest destiny and the sound of money, are the pride of Madison
Avenue. Mr. Reagan's campaign has effectively portrayed America as a ,
glittering City on a Hill. It is, however, a showbiz world under a nuclear
cloud.
Mr. Reagan supports the 8-1, the MX, Pershing and the militarizafon of space under the Orwellian slogan: Peace through Strength. The
President is determined to 'buy, no marter how"perverse the cost, an
illusionary big stick to insure. the self-proclaimed American right to
intimidate. Mr. Reagan's repid and uncontrolled puildup of American
military forces has led td inflated waste and inefficiency and a freezing
in Soviet -U.S. relations. His paternalistic iaterventionist policies in
Central America and the Mid-East have escalated human misery and
secured general enmity toward the U.S.
In contrast, Mr. Mondale su.pports a vital, cost-effective
defense that recognizes that the- greatest exercise of power lies in
its restraint Moreover, Mr. Mondale acknowledges the sensible doctrine of coexistence and the importance of creative diplomacy.
Mr. Reagan supports an economy that is as outdated as Adam Smith.
He argues joyfully but incorrectly that deficit spending is unrelated to
interest rates, he taxes the middle class to give to the rich and cuts
appropriations (which have token impact on the budgetl to desperately

needed social programs. His policies regarding the environment and civil
rights legislation have been reactionary and patronizing at best. Mr.
Mondale in turn is less hypocritical about the role of government. He
supports a realistic and judicial redistribution of the tax burden, a
decrease in deficit spending and a more consistent, effective approach toward the indigent and disadvantaged. He is an advocate of
conservation and a proponent of the Equal Rights Amendment. His
platform is sane and progressive.
Mr. Reagan has promised a new beginning yet his administration has
been more concerned with image and public relations than with
· substance and meaning. America can no longer invest in hero worship.
Cowboy boots and frivolous anecdotes are best left on a Hollywood lot.
Mr. Reagan's strong man image is based on cue cards and happy
endings.
Mr. Mondale, of course, is not perfect Admittedly, his personality
does not fire up the imagination and he is seemingly unable to excite
the electorate. Government by pep rally, however, although fun, is
irresponsible. Mr. Mondale is guity of nothing more than being ratio.nal, realistic and perhaps colorl8SS'. The failure of his campaign is an unfortunate indictment of the current American political
process.
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Pinehurst: Should we stay or should we go7
by Margaret O'Sullivan
Pinehurst is going to be different next year. Workmen will be tearing
it up, both inside and outside, making necessary repairs and alterations.
Because of a donation from Trustee Ira Koger, the building will be
restored. But a problem has been created. It has not been decided what
Pinehurst will become after the dust has settled.
The building currently houses an organization, also called Pinehurst,
which is devoted to furthering the academic awareness of its members
and the Rollins community. It is also home for the Off Campus Students
Organization. Both groups sponsor debates, lectures, films, and parties.
Pinehurst is a small community within the larger Rollins community. It
is a cphesive group of students who try to create a tolerant atmosphere
which is conducive to learning. It is set up as a quiet dorm. That doesn't
mean that we all take a vow of silence or do nothin~ bUJ ~µdy; it
simply means that everyone's right to privacy and a quiet atmosphere is
respected.
_
Ideally, Pinehurst-embodies the idea of a liberal arts college.
Unfortunately, it represents what Rollins should be, but isn't. It is one of
the exceptions of the campus, not typical of it.
Pinehurst and O.C.S. first heard about the renovations at the
beginning of the fall term. Nothing was said about who would live there
in the future, and both groups assumed that they would remain in the
building after the construction. Then, gradually, rumors began to
circulate. People heard that Pinehurst would become the Alumni House,
Archives, or Admissions, but nothing definite was said. Finally, in a
meeting initiated by the Pinehurst Steering Committee, members of the
administration met with students to discuss the. issue.
It was an uncomfortable two hours_. Dean Denicola, Dean Watkins,
Dean Eller, and Terry Young told us that architects were looking at the
house, trying to find out what could be safely done to alter it. For
instance, Archives couldn't be housed in the building_because of the
weight of the shelves that would be needed. At the same time, ideas
about what should be housed in Pinehurst are being considered. A

THE

decision about it will be made in March, and by summer, renovations .
will begin.
Despite the theatrics that one person employed th change the subject:
by demanding an apology and threatening to walk out, !no names
mentioned, but guess who) the meeting was polite. But I left it feeling
as if nothing had been acomplished. Nothing has been decided. We did
not find out how to make our feelings known in an official capacity.
Apparently, there is no process for the decision. There is no specific
committee to deal with the issue, handle appeals, or decide what
priorities will be used in making the decision. I don't thing that's right. A
group of intersested people-members of the Centennial Committee,
Campus Life, the faculty, the administration and students- should be
formed for the purpose of resolving the issue.
A suggestion was made that the Alumni House be moved into
Pinehurst. I'm svre that the alumni could always use more room, but at
the expense of students who are living there? Someone remarked that
if the Pinehurst organization didn't live in Pinehurst, they could always
use it after they graduated and became alumni. The way things are
going now, some students Qon't know if they want to continue their
education at Rollins, let alone become alumni. They are that disgusted
with what's happening.
_
You may think that I'm blowing it out of proportion,.but there is
~ something more at stake than where 28 people live on campus. The
situation makes me wonder what kind of institution Rollins is becoming.
Is this what's going to happen in pursuit of the "Harvard of the South"?
Should the-alumni !or the alumr.i dollar) come ahead of students who
are living here?
I'd like to know what the college's position is towards groups such as
Pinehurst. What are their priorities? Where does anybody stand? How is
a shifting of departments or groups decided? How can the people who
are affected by the decisions have any input into the process?
Of course, the group will not' be kicked out into the cold. Other

ALL

housing alternatives have been offered, but these are either inadequate
or ridiculous. The Dubois Center is a nice building, but how do~s a
group living there integrate itself into the campus when it is one
half of a mile !no kidding, we measured) from the center of it? A
floor of a large dorm is another possibility. I can just see it at next year's
· party to introduce the new facility. Every few minutes someone walks
through shouting "It's Friday Night! Party, Party, Party!"
The purpose ·of restoring Pinehurst is t-0 make it an attractive building
- which will impress students and visitors and remind them of the history
of Rollins. I can see it now as tour guides escort prospective students
· through the building. The rooms are spotless, and filled with 19th
Century furniture. Nice to look at, but not very inviting. A fire is burning
in the fireplace, but no one is sitting around it. At night, it's locked up
and the lights turned off.
Pinehurst would serve the purpose of being the Admissions building.
Students would be really impressed with it, sure. I know that I was
impressed with Carnegie Hall when I came for my interview. But I was
more taken with Pinehurst when I walked through it on my own.
-Carnegie was a nice ouilding, but Pinehurst-that's a place to Uve!
I don't think that I'm being "arrogant" in stating that Pinehurst should
remain a special interest house. Perhaps part of the first floor could be
used to h·ouse potential students or writers in residence. Not everybody
is meant to live in a small house environment such as Pinehurst or
AOC, but t_
he alternative to do so should be offered.
The fact that the ultimate decision about Pinehurst will not be made
until March makes me think that the issue is being put off until it is too
late to do anything about it. The members of Pinehurst will go about the
proper process of presenting their case, and will not let the situation be
glossed over. We will not make any pointless attention-getting gestures.
We will fight to keep Pinehurst what it is.
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The Sandspur asks: Hey students, do you care about politics?

Steve Luttre (registered
Republican voter) "I believe that
Rollins is least political of all
colleges. I don't agree with all of
Reagan's views, but considering the candidates, he is the
best."

Cheryl Smith (registered
Democrat voter) "I feel that
Mondale is the lesser of two
evils. We need a new type of
government geared for those of
equal economic status. Rollins
does not care about politics or
anything for that matter."

Rebecca
Jones
(not
registered) " I have not
registered because I have not
gotten to it, because I just turned 18. I can't decide which party
I like."

Tammi
Kosack
(not
registered) "I am not registered
because I have no interest. I
would vote for Reagan because
I don't agree with Mondale's
platform."

Andrea
Aberle
(not
registered) "I am not informed
so therefore I have no basis t~
vote."

Chria Kroha (registered
Republican voter) "I am voting
for Reagan not so much
because he is so strong, but
because Mondale is so weak. I
believe that Rollins is as much
involved as any other school."

Brian Plane (registered Libertarian voter) "I am undecided as
to whom I would choose. I need
to do more research on the candidates. I am looking at alternatives which inclµde a third
party."
·

Alan
Mackerly
(not
Pa_tty
O'Brian
(not ·
Matt Hill (not registered) "I
registered) "I don't know much. think the difference between
registered) "I did not get around
about politics atl all. I don't the Democrats and the·
to it. For a small school. I don't
watch the debates. I would pro- Republicans is very minute."
think Rollins is apolitical."
bably vote for Reagan, but I
don't know why."

Careers in
int'I business
For those interested in International Business, a representative from the international
departments of FMC Corporation, Sun Banks, Inc., and the
U.S. Department of Commerce
will present career information
and suggest ways in which you
can increase your chance of obtaining a position in internaby Judy Provost
Director of
tional business. The meeting
Personal Counseling
will be held Tuesday, October
23 at 7:30 p.m. in the Chi-Omeg~
histories often reveal controll- ing involves exammmg self- House. The program is sponOn November 12 at 8 p.m. in vomiting and using large doses
ing, demanding mothers and perceptions and personal r€1a- sored by Chi-Omega and the
Bush Auditorium, Cynthia of laxatives. Although these
Rowland, a newscaster and sound like drastic methods of · distant yet powerful fathers tionships as well as eating Career Center.
from upper socioeconomic behaviors. Counseling is con- Law School Representatives on
author of The Monster Within, weight control, it has been
will talk with students and the estimated that 5-25% of women backgrounds. Bulimics may be fidential and individualized. campus in October community about bulimia and between the ages of 18-35 perfectionistic about their Small support groups are form-• Interested students are invited
related eating disorders. There utilize these methods. As many academic performances and be ed when there is enough in- to sign up for appointments
is growing awareness in the · as 5 % of males in th is age extremely sensitive to rejection. terest; these groups provide with representatives from
Control is often an issue; valuable insights and mutual Washington University School
country and particularly in coJ- ,range may be buli'mic. These
when other things in a person's help. Help is also available of Law, St. Louis, Missouri and
leges about the prevalence and percentages are higher in the
life are beyond control, at least · through local community clinics Loyola University of Law, New
dangers of bulimia. Most- college environment, especially
is something one can at Orla_ndo Regional and Orleans, 'Louisiana. The
eating
Rollins students know at least one such as ours, which has
University
one friend who has become such a strong physjcal outdoor control. However, when control Westlake Hospitals and Washington
fails and binging occurs, feel- through self-help groups such representative will be interviewcaught-up in the "gorge-purge" culture.
ings of guilt, failure, discourage- as Overeaters Anonymous, ing Wednesday, October 24,
cycle, but they may .not know
There is a great deal of
ment, and low self-esteem often Weight Watchers, Anorexia and from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
how to help their friends over- pressure in our general culture,
results.
Bulimia Self-Help Groups.
the Loyola University represencome their destructive eating as seen in the media. and
Prolonged binging-purging
Sometimes the first step in tative will interview Thursday,
patterns. Ms. Rowland brings specifically in the college
may result in a raspy voice, den- changing is just admitting the October 25 from 9 a.m. to 11 :30
hope by describing how she and culture, to be thin. Thinness is
others have overcome the equated with success and ac- tal problems, disturbed unhealthy eating pattern. The a.m. Priority will be given to
lethargy, counselors and medical staff at seniors. Juniors will be put on a
gorge-purge cycle and obses- ceptance. People with bulimia menstruation,
weakness, ulcers, hernias, the Dubois Center welcome waiting list and will be consion with thinness.
are more sensitive than most to
Specifically, bulimia is an the approval of others. They are anemia, and blood chemical im- quest ions and comments, tacted if times are available.
balances.
anonymous if you like, to this Graduate School catalogues
eating pattern of "starving often bright, successful, and
Students with bulimia can article. Counseling extension is and information are available in
oneself;" then giving in and . achievement-oriented. Much of
benefit from individual and/or 2194. Health is 2235.
the Career Center and should
binging to the point of gross their motivation is a desire to
group
counseling as well as prod~scomfort; then relieving the gain approval of parents,
be read prior to your scheduled
discomfort by inducing especially of fathers. Family per medical attention. Counselappointment.

Bulimia: It's more than just being skinny

•------"""""----,-
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Anti-nuke minister speaks at chapel
William Sloane Coffin,
minister of New York's Riverside Church and nationally
known peace advocate, will
speak at an interfaith call for
peace on Sunday, November 4.
"Fhe Catholic Diocese of Orlando, Florida Council of Churches, and the Jewish Federation of Greater Orlando are
sponsors of th is event which
begins at the Harley Hotel at
5:30 p.m. and concludes with a
candlelighting ceremony
around Lake Eola.
.
Dr. Coffin became a prominent figure in the peace move-

ment of the 1960's when he was
chaplain at Yale University.
Since then he has become
known as a theologian, author,
and leader in interfaith circles.
His ongoing concern about
nuclear buildup has led him to
establish a disarmament program at Riverside Church and to
speak on
peacemaking
throughout the country.
All major religious groups in
the United States have issued
statements calling for arms
control and persistent negotiation. But this is the first time so
many from the religiou~ com-

munity of Central Florida are expected to meet in the interest of
peace.
William Sloan Coffin will also
be speaking at the Founders'
Day Service celebrating the 99th
anniversary of Rollins College
at 8:30 p.m. in Knowle_s _
Memorial Chapel, on November
4th.
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PlfDMONT'S 50%0FFCOLLEGE FARE.
Face it, your learning years are not your prime earning
years. But don't let that stop you from moving off campus.
Through February 28, 1985, you can fly anywhere
Piedmont flies for half fare.To LA and NewYork. And to all
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between.
What's the catch?Well, you must be under 26 and have
a valid student ID. Read the fine print below for restrictions.
Piedmont's 50% Off College Fare.More proof that our
commitment to higher education is not just a lofty ideal.

~PIE'DIHDDTHT#LIHES

cm-refinu..u,hle.rc_nmd-crip tickct'i must he /nm:fu.L'ieJ at lell'it set 't'Tl clays he[ore trw,d. Noc an..tilahle all clay Friday or
Swu..ury after 1:00 /mi. Holiday mn-el restriL·tiom a{)/Jly.Call yottr tratd llRL'Tll or us £U 1-8oo-251-5720.

Students nationwide
swinging to Reagan .
b.y Jonathan Burton
NORTHRIDGE, CA (CPS) Outside the Student Union at
California State University at
Northridge, Katrina Parker, a
· 22-year-old student, hands out
ads for a speed reading course.
She wears an aqua and pink
spattered t-shirt, part of her own
line of sportswear, which she
also ·sells. She hopes to start an
office cleaning service soon.
All those enterprises,
however, meet only part of her
tuition expenses. For the remainder, Parker, who co.mes
from a black, Democratic
middle-class background, relies
on federal student aid.
And this prototypical Walter
Mondale · supporter plans to
vote for Ronald Reagan.
"There's no way I could vote
for Mondale," Parker says.
"He's like a little wimp to nie."
The president, ori the other
hand, is "of good character," a
"strong leader," and "sincere."
Parker is part of a
phenomenoo that has emerged
as one of the major stories of
the '84 campaign - the tidal
wave of popularity the 73-yearold Reagan is riding among
young voters, especially those
under 25 years old. ·
Virtually all the major national polls show Reagan with a
strong lead over Mondale
among 18-to-29-year-old voters.
The president's advantage
swells to overwhetming ·proportions in surveys of under-25- .
year-old voters. In some of the
polls, they give Reagan his
largest margin of support.
"The Democrats don't offer ·
hope for the future I ike
Reagan," explains James Bozajian, 18, a UCLA student. "My
parents loved (John) Kennedy. I
think Kenoedy inspired young
people much the same way
Reagan does today."
Reagan "has so much
charisma, he convinces me,"
says Sharon Kincaide, also an
18-year-old UCLA student.
Linda Weber, an 18-year-old
Northridge student, likes "his
fighting spirit, like when he was
shot (in the March 1981,
assassination attempt)."
Danny Hill, 20, a Los Angeles
City College student, describes
himself as "from a second-class
background, trying to make it into first class." He thinks his
chances of accomplishing that
are better under Reagan than
Mondale.
In just the last few weeks,
such sentiments have helped
Reagan win student preference
polls at Fort Hays State, Kansas State, Texas, Oklahoma,
Georgia, Florida State, Penn

cont. on page 10

Administration plans Pinehurst restorati011
By Lauren Nagel
to meet them_. Many are faculty could have input into
The planned restoration while restoration proceeds.
about
the the suggested uses before
of Pinehurst brings many
Watkins conc_e rned
Dean
Bari
questions to the forefront. described her vision of an· chances of survival for the the architectural plans are
These were discussed this expanded Rollins Campus·. Pinehurst community if they finalized. DeNicola and
week at a meeting between ·that would extend the ' are moved to Dubois or Watkins assured the group
present that student interPinehurst residents and central network of buildings another outpost structure.
Although Pinehurst may ests are being _considered
concerned faculty. Restor- towards what is now the
ation is set to begin next periphery on the eastern become a center for Public . and that if the restoration is
summer, and the architects border. Special housing like Relations, resident writers, true to history, the students
plaris that are to dictate Pinehurst, with small self-- visiting faculty, or an Alumni would be the residents of
Pinehurst's future use will governing communities House, restoring it to _its or- the new/old Pinehurst.
o_cs students, who
be finalized by March.
would alleviate the housing iginal state would again
return
Pin~hurst
to
the
stuunderstandably
need a
Dr. DeN icola presented crunch and allow a diversity
dents.
Mr.
Koger
is
willing
to
centrally
located
meeting
information about the restor- of student groups to experplace,
may
·5e
provided
donate
to
the
interior
as
ation/renovation to be iment with this type of houswell, and it may be that a space' in the new Mills
funded by Ira Koger as parts ing option.
of the Centennial project.
Representatives of the perfectly restored building Complex, which ·will house
language labs, study areas
Mills, Rose Skillman and .Pinehurst community and full of antiques from
Southeby's
would
be
too
and
research materials.
other buildings will also be off-campus student (OCS)
costly
to
be
put
back
into
Dr.
Watkins dispelled the
modified during the next expressed their concern
the
hands
of
students.
rumor
that Matthews House
three years. The Dean of the about relocation on the
Bill
Turner,
an
architecwould
be destroyed to build
facility told Pinehurst res- "periphery" of campus, .stat.
tural
adviser
from
Tulane
recreational
facilities, statidents that space in these ing that the special nature of
along
with
historical
restoring
that
she
would
block the
buildings has not been com- their organizations already
ation
specialists
will
bulldozers
herself
if it were
mitted and that various separates them from the stupropose
plans
for
Pinehurst
ever
threatened.
Racquetball
proposals
have
been dent body as a whole. What
suggested for the Pinehurst kind of message would the this spring. Original porches courts may be built on the
other/side of the Field
building.
administration be giving to will be put back into place,
the
natural
wood
will
be
exHouse.
fhese
students
if
they
were
Pinehurst students may
pose~
and
the
entire
_No matter what Pinehurst
placed
on
the
outskirts
of
need to redefine their status,
building
will
be
moved
to
becomes
after renovation,
campus?
It
was
little
comseparating themselves from
provide
a
front
lawn.
Dr.
Tom
the
residents
and OCS
fort
to
the
students
present
the structure, at least during
Cook
wondered
if
conmembers
who
fill
its rooms
to
learn
that
the
campus
a temporary resettlement in
cerned
Rollins
students
and
·
and
hallways
are
assured
would
someday
branch
out
another housing situation

continued support from the administration. A livable solution will be found. Although residents with shortterm visions may not be satisfied with the outcome,
~heir destiny is only part of
Ro llins expanding Centennial plan, and compromise is certain. Although decisions are to be made by
the administration for the
benefit ofthe Rollins of the
future, the participatory nature of this meeting·allowed
others to interject their opinions and to learn of the
options. No committee for
space allocation will be
instigated. Meetings such
as this will be held as plans
for .Pinehurst and its
residents are made more
substantial.
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Reagan
cont. from page 8

Steve McHargue, a Pepperdine University political scientist adds Reagan's public emphasis on family and reglion

It's 1984: Do you know how your
children are voting?

State, Virginia, and New Hamp- does not hurt him among
shire, among many other cam- today's college students.
puses.
"Ten years ago, if you got a
Such support is all the more guy who talked about religion
by Richard A. Viguerie
startling in view of Reagan's and family, there would have
behavior as governor of Califor- been a lot of skepticism"
candidate of the political . susceptible to superstitions
nia, when he tried to fire cam- among students, McHargue
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
establishment, and, as usual, about nuclear power (such as
pus administrators who says. Now the attitude is one of times, they are a-changin'.
the most anti-establishment the myth that a nuclear reactor·
disagreed with him, ruthlessly "quiet respect."
Once the "underground" (uncan explode). They know that,
put down campus protests, sent
Freedman notes that, official) newspapers on college voting group in America is the
by providing an alternative
young
people.
And
Mondale's
police to attack wounded pro- especially among those too campuses celebrated Black
source of power, nuclear power
testors at Berkeley's infirmary, young to have anyone besides Panthers and "Che" Guevara. cause among the young is not
plants make it possible to leave
helped
by
the
fact
that
the
and once told a press con- Jimmy Carter to compare to Today they praise Jack Kemp
high-sulfur coal in the ground,
Democratic
Party
apparently
no
ference that "if students want Reagan, Carter is viewed as a and Jeane Kirkpatrick. Once the
instead of burning . it and
longer
considers
young
people
bloodshed, they'll get bloodsh- "weak president" while Reagan hero of young people's movies
polluting
the air. Yet Walter
an important part of its coalied."
is seen as an "effective presi- was an "anti-hero," like Dustin
Mondale's
party consistently
tion.
And since 1980, Reagan has dent who has gotten some Hoffman's bemused character opposes
the
use of nuclear
Democrats'
complaints
about
abolished student Social things done. They respect that." - in The Graduate or the
Social Security almost never ad- power.
Security benefits, proposed cut"Things are going pretty good dopeheads in Easy Rider. Today
To many of those who grew
ting other student aid programs right now, a lot better than they it is the traditional hero, like In- dress the concerns that young
up
during World War II, the
people
have
about
the
conby as much as 50 percent, tried were four years ago," says Eric di an a Jones and Luke
tinued existence of the system. Soviet Union was - in General
to eliminate the U.S. Depart- Krogius, a 24-year-old UCLA Skywalker and James T. Kirk,
Eisenhower's words "our
As far as many young workers
ment of Education, supported grad who now manages the late of the starship Enterprise.
gallant
Soviet
ally."
It
has
been
are
concerned,
money
paid
into
Once the publication that
tax breaks for segregationist campus tennis shop. '"It's not
Social Security is money thrown . hard for them to accept the
colleges, presided over a 20 per- Mondale. It's more what hap- best represented the youth
cent decline in student aid pened with Carter-Mondale that culture was the drugusers' down a rathole, money that they desperate nature of the struggle
budgets, sought to limit laws I don't want to see happen magazine High Times. Today will never see again. Do the between the Soviets and the
liberal Democrats think -they West. But today's young people
prohibiting discrimination again."
the publications that appeal to
can brag about their propensity have an image of the Soviets
against campus women, and
It remains to be seen if the our nation's yol(th are those
for raising Social Security th~t was shaped by tanks rolldrastically reduced aid to col- president's popularity among that use words like "bit" and
ing through Czechoslovakia, by
payments (either by raising
lege libraries and black col- young voters will translate to "byte" and 'modem" and
the invasion of Afghanistan and
long-term gains for the "ROM" - that is, the computer payroll taxes or by bankrupting
leges.
magazin'es. Once the most pro- the system), without alienating the attempt to crush Solidarity,
Nevertheless, "there has Republican party.
by the shooting of the Pope and
these you'n g workers?
On one hand, a recent Gallup minent young people were
been a steady increase in the
the
destruction of KAL Flight
Democrats'
support
for
"affirvalues of personal success as Poll showed 27% of the those in the streets shouting
mative action" quotas is 007. It is young people's impresagainst wanting to contribute to nation's under-30 voters ow call "Ho Chi Minh is gonna win." Toanother source of their pro- sion of the Soviets that is closer
social causes," notes Leonard themselves Republicans, up day Ronald Reagan, the can.
blems
among youth. The U.S. to the reality perceived by
Freedman, a UCLA political from 18% in 1980.
didate of traditional American _
Ronald Reagan.
Supreme Court recently ruled
science professor and dean of
But UCLA's Astin believes values, leads the nominee of the
The President wants to use
the school's extension program. students' support of Reagan is party of the Me Generation by that quotas cannot overrule
seniority . systems, so people non-nuclear space weapons to
Alexander Astin of UCLA's less a shift to conservatism, 33 points among voters age 29
who already have jobs have defend this country, thereby
Higher Education Resource In- and more a shift away from or younger.
some protection against making nuclear war imposs!ble.
In fact, the younger the voter,
stitute says his annual survey of liberalism.
"reverse" discrimination. But - He has proposed a permanent
incoming college freshman conAfter Reagan, students' the more likely that he or she
firms Freedman's analysis.
political loyalties likely will be will support Reagan. If the cur- - young people looking for their space station and has wo·rked
first job may still be excluded to make space technology
The survey, for example, asks anyone's prize, he says.
rent trend continues, President
on the basis of race or sex if an available to American industry
students what importance t h e y , - - - - - - - - - - - -.. Reagan will be -the fi-rst
attach to "developing a meanRepublican presidential can- employer is required to meet a as never before. Compare
certain quota of minorities or Reagan's attitude about space
ingful philosophy of life."
didate in half a century to do
women.
with that of Walter Mondale,
During the height of the
better among younger' voters
The
consistent
anti- who as a U.S. Senator proposed
counterculture, this value rankthan among older ones.
technology bias of the that the space shuttle project
ed as the most-popular among
Why? Part of it has to do with
Democratic Party alienates be scraped. Which is closer to
freshman . At one point, it was
recent history. Despite attempts
young workers, who see the attitude of our young peorated important by 85 percent of
by Democrats to blame the
automation more as an oppor- ple?
the respondents.
latest recession on Ronald
tunity than as a threat. Young
After the 1980 election, there
Since the early seventies, the
Reagan, most young people
people
recognize
the were predictions that the
properly affix the blame to Jimnumber of students calling
Democrats' "industrial policy" domination of American politics
my Carter and the liberal Con" philosophy of life" an important goal has declined steadily,
gresses that let government get
for what it is: a proposal that by Franklin Roosevelt's "New
Astin said.
out of control. Just as the image
bureaucrats in Washington run
Deal coalition" might be comthe economy. For the new ing to an end. If Ronald Reagan
In the most recent survey, onof Herbert Hoover, promising
generation of business people and his party represent the oply 45 percent considered it an
prosperity "just around the corand workers, their .models are portunities of a glorious future
important value, while " being
We Offer
ner," shaped the political atthe relatively unregulated and while Walter Mondale and his
Cash For Quality
titudes of a previous generation,
very well off financially" was
th e image of Jimmy Carter comderegulated enterprises like Ap- party try to revive the politics of
ranked as the top value by 70
percent.
RECORDS,
plaining about "malaise "
ple Computers and Federal Ex- the past, those predictions will
press. Young people see that come true by the end of this
CASSETTES
shaped the attitudes of this
"Making money has become
our basic industries are behind decade, and - as they said in
&
one.
a philosophy of life in itself for a
the Japanese because we don't my youth - there'll be a whole
lot of people," Astin observes.
POSTERS
Carter is the Herbert Hoover
th e 1980s, and now Herbert
have enough robots, not lotta shakin' going' on.
" It's poor people's fault for Best prices
·
h
of
on everyt ing from
because we have too many.
being poor ," Nort h ridge 's
current to collectibles!
Hoover's vice president, Walter
Having grown up in a nuclear
Parker says before insisting, " I
LP·s • EP·s • 45's
Mo nd ale, is running for PresiPicture£, Colored Vinyl Disks
dent. Mondale is running as the
do have a heart."
age, young people are less
Reggae
Reagan's devotion to the enRare Beatles Posters
trepreneurial spirit fits neatly
T-Shirts
with the att itude shift among
Diamond Needles
CLASSIFIEDS
young voters, Freedman says.
Guitar Strings
" Reagan doesn't tell people
Drumsticks
FOR SALE: Toyota Station Wagon ,
we are in an era of limits. He
Blank Cassettes
HOUSE FOR SALE: College Park.
On Fa,rt>ank, ac ,., · ·
rt<' Ir , 111
blue, 1976 Coroll a. Automat ic air
says the Republican Party is the
Rollnhdl Cl ,, Groc,•
By owner. 2 br., 1 b. Assumable
'
'
excellent condition. $1700.
party of opportu nity, and young
FHA mortgage at 11.5%. 422-6609
629-11 13
422-6609 evenin gs, weekends, or
people are respond ing to th at,"
evenings, weekends, or 6:30-7:30
6:30-7:30 a.m.
·
he says.
a.m. No agents.

Strong Man: the dichotomy of American/
Soviet political big wigs
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by Bill Viall
Since the early Seventies, the Soviet Unions invasion of around the world, culminating
both the Soviet Union and the Afghanistan. The move to in- with the embarrassing seizure
United States have experienced vade Afghanistan was made of the American embassy in
strikingly similar popular more out of desperation than
Iran and the failed rescue mispolitical under currents. Both expansionist ambitions. Both
sion. U.S. interests in the Middle
super powers have been . Iran and Afghanistan had been
East were also threatened by
undergoing periods of political riding the current wave of Islam the Israeli wars and the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan. During
instability, at home and abroad. and the Soviet leaders feared
The U.S.S.R. and U.S.A. have- losing
their
southern, this period, the American posibeen driven out of countries predominantly Islamic republics
tion in Central America began
around the world. The super to the new surge of Islam which
to dete r iora t e. American
powers have suffered repeated has been sweeping the World.
popularity around the world,
embarrassments in the world Brezhnev commited his country and with our West European
arena in recent years. At home, to a drawn-out, costly war of the
allies in particular, plummeted.
the two countries have Vietnam genre. The invasion At home, America ran into difundergone political upheavals shocked the world (surprisingly)
ficulties with rising social tendue to irresponsible leadership. and undercut the Kremlin's
sions, a chaotic economy and a
Both peoples of the United coveted image of a strong na- government weakened by exStates and the Soviet Union are · tion seeking peace. America's
posed corruption and weak
tired of the instability at the top. President Carter reacted by
leadership.
The two populations look back boycotting the Moscow OlymAfter this period of troubles,
with a nostalgic eye to the pies and cutting grain sales to the people of both countries
strong leaders of the past. the Soviet Union. The dramatic seek stability through strong
leadership. One of the strangest
Simultaneously, they look to the reaction of the American Presifuture for the arrival of a strong dent highlighted the Soviet's Soviet phenomenon is that
leader and a return to stability.
embarrassment and crippled
many people in the USSR c3.cAfter amending some of the . their already strained food sup- tually look back upon the rule of
mistakes of the Khruschev plies. The failure of their Stalin with nostalgia. The inregime, the joint leadership of policies abroadf combined with
famous Soviet dictator
Brezhnev and Kosygin begin to a weak economy plagued by in- established brutal discipline in
the country, murdering millions
experience difficulties. By the dust rial and agricuftural
end of the Seventies, the debacles, left the Soviet leader- but achieving dramatic
Brezhnev regime was in ship in disarray. The withering
economic victories. Unaware of
dissaray. At that point, Soviet and dying of ~he aged Soviet
the full extent of Stalin's terror,
foreign policy was in trouble cadres has contributed to the
the people long for the bygone
around the world. The Soviet chaos, further weakening .'Soviet of national glory. During the
short Andropov period, Soviet
position in the Middle East ebb- authority.
ed, culminating with Anwar
The American·s suffered citizens anticipated a return to
Sadat driving Soviet military ad- simiJar problems during thi~ the form of centralized leadervisors out of Egypt. Relations pertod. By the beginning of the
ship which lead the Soviet
with other marxist nations in Seventies, the failure of Union through two world wars,
the world also deteriorated. The American efforts became in~ industr!alization and made her a
rift between China and the creasingly obvious. This fiasco super p9wer. Some Soviet city
U.S.S.R. did not narrow · but ct,flminated with the U.S. dwellers totd Western jourgrew. The opportunities provid- withdraw~J from Vietnam and naHsts that they regretted the
ed by Detente faded and Soviet the subsequent coHapse of the passing of the former KGB chief
American relations decnned.
South V1etnamese tegime, thu~ ·because they thought he was
The arms race intensified, plac•
crippling the American positron restoring order. The current
ing an unneeded drag on the in &utheast Asia. American Chemerfko is not as . popular.
waning Soviet economy. _All .*~, embas!ies a2,d& b,~~Jn,~ ~j , i~.,, M,~Q.Y, ~e~~!; c~fJ!plaJq _ .th~t
these problems culminated With •; ter~ts were f:?eing ".fhr~ate{l~' Cftem~rlkQ JS a weali,ea(f.er ~Ho

follows the same directionless
policies as the Brezhnev administration. Chernenko tries to
compensate for this image by
maintaining a tough stance
with the Americans. Due to his
image problem, Chernenko will
be quite reluctant to engage in
serious deescalation of tensions between the super
powers and will continue to enjoy President Reagan's hard
line. All this is not to suggest
that a Soviet leader is nearly
conscious of his personal
popularity with the people. The ·
Kremlin leaders certainly don't
have worries · about winning
their absurd national elections
since they are the only candidates and head the only party
on the ballot. All the same,
Russia has had a very chaotic
history with many rulers who
died violent deaths. To an outsider the Sovfet Union seems to
be the last country which would
experience a revolution, but the
leaders at the top realize they
master a deceptively chaotic
populace and hence are constantly working to . maintain
their power. In recent years, the
Kremlin has seen rampant
political intrigue and high level
intrigue.' The Soviet man at the
top must always remain
politically alert while gathering
as much popularity and as
many allies as possible.
The American political arena
is obviously dramatically different from that of the Soviet
un•ion. American political
leaders must constantly seek
and maintain their popular
political support. Americans
.also prefer to keep a strong
leader in office. After failures on
all fronts~ the American people
,,perceived Pr~sident Carter as a

weak leader and landslided him
out of office. President Reagan
has enjoyed wide popularity in
the face of dramatic defeats of
his foreign policy. He has
disrupted relations with the
Soviet Union and taken the
United States into a second
Cold War. Reagan is perceived
though as a strong leader and
retains the support of the people. Duri.ng the current presidential campaign, Reagan's opponent, Walter Mondale has been
trying to "out-Reagan Reagan"
by waving flags and talking
about our nation's strength and
leadership. The last Presidential
Debate disgressed into an argument over "who is the strongerleader?" Mondale constantly
whined about Reagan's lack of
leadership and several times
established the fact that he
hates communists just as much
as any American. This is the
same man who earlier went into
a tantrum over talk of an "Evil
Empire." Although Mondale
was not so hypocritical as to
use the same phrase as the
president, he employed every
other verbal attack on the Soviet
Union during the debate. Mondale's problem is that by trying
to "out-Reagan Reagan", he has
lost his political identity and
ideological strength. Mondale
has been forced to abandon the
hackneyed democratic policies
and has lost himself in the attempt to locate the political
mainstream of America. This
election will be won by the m~n
who has successfully portrayed
himself as the strongest leader
and not necessarily won-by the
most able statesman.

Herpes·: You aetcha
by: Peggy Merritt
"Herpes Is forever' 1-ls more or less the
'truth. Herpes Is caused by a virus which
enters the body and takes up residence
· In the nerves. There Is no known way to
get It out of the body or ''cure11 It. The first
sign of the disease Is a palnful sore or
bllster around the genitals or mouth and
may be accompanied by fever, swelling .
In the groin and a general sick flu feellng.
After a couple of weeks the sores scab
over and heal.
For some persons this Is the end, for
others the sores retum at Intervals for the
rest of the person's IHe. Whenever the
sores are ·present the disease Is Infectious
and can be transmitted only by direct
contact.
The diagnosis of Herpes should be
made by a Physician or other Health P~
fesslonal. Leam to recognize prodrome-the tlngllng or Itching sensation
that procedes outbreaks. Herpes can on_ly
be transmitted at the skin ·surface when

the virus Is allve and begins tat the pro·d rome stage.
To prevent or llmlt recurrences good
health habits are essential on a dally
basis.
1. Eat a balanced diet
2. Get a sufficient amount of rest
3. Manage Stress
4. Practice good personal hygiene
5. Avoid drugs and alcohol
6. Avoid environmental fi:lgger such
as:
A) Oral Herpes-do not bite .or lick
lips excessively. Use sunscreen
on lips or lip balm In Winter.
B) Genital Herpes-Avoid wearing
tight fitting clothing and synthetic underwear. Avoid extremely vigorous sex, this can Irritate skin tissue and make recurrance more likely.
How to deal with emotional reaction
such as depression, anger, stress. lower

self-esteem, etc. Try to keep things in
perspective. Sometimes it helps to talk
things over with a trusted friend. Don't let
Herpes harm your relationships.
Remember millions of people have
Herpes. Although the disease may be
painful and frustrating at times It need
not ruin lives.
Sources of help Include: The Herpes
Resource Center-a national CSrgQ_nizatlon for people with Herpes. Contact
American Social Health Assoclatlo~. 260
Sheridan Avenue, Palo Alto, Ca. 94306.
Locally the Herpes Self-Help Group
meets the 4th Tuesday of each month at
Rollins College, DuBois Center at 6:30

P.M.

'

For additional Information please contact Peggy Merritt, A.R.N.P., at Extension
2235.
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Iconography and Sl Nicholas
by Alexander
Boguslawskl
Professor of Russian
Photographs by
Todd Wesson

Have you ever loo~ed at an icon? Have
you tried to understand
what is depicted on
these wooden panels
used in the Eastern Orthodox Church? If you
have, you probably
realize how difficult it is.
Icons seems to us
strange, simple, naive,
sometimes even primitive representations of
saints and sacred
events. Their compositions are flat and awkward, colors bright and
devoid · of half-tones,
the figures ill-proportioned. This perception,
however, changes
when we learn· about
ic o n o g ra p hy - t he
specific meaniing of
each icon and the
ways of rendering this
meaning by artistic
means. When we become acquainted with
the most important

One of the essential _top of the ·table, its concepts of icono- sides, and -the front,
graphy is the so-called without any perspec"inverted" perspective. tive adjustments.
The name does not The figures of people
mean anything, it just _unde_
rgo less dramatic
attempts to indicate changes tha-n the_
that the perspective of background objects,
icon painting is differ- but their size depends ent than the perspec- -on their importance_in
·tive discovered by the the . composition.
Italian masters. Icon Moreover, the action
painting perspective, which took place in- ,_
unlike the one we are side the building is
used to, is based on a shown outside, on- the
dynamic visual position background of this
of the painter. He particular building. In
moves around, as it the beginning of the
were, inside the picture icon painting this was .
and summarizes his undoubtedly a result of
visual ._ impre·ssions the inability of the ar(what -he could see. tists to depict interiors,
_from different points of but later it became a
view). In an icon there canonical (establish- _
are ·many points of ed, traditional) model. to literature and cine- S!ble,.we can finally atviewasthemostimporThe icon is , a weli- matography.
tempt to decipher.the
tant objects. The ob- suited. medium ·to conFor study of icono- icons of the saint. Not
jects appear to be vey the passage of graphy, the know- ·surprisingly , the most
distorted and shape- time. This is achieved lec;:lge of the written rewarding and inter~
less beca e the sum- by representing on the· sources is absolutely esting icons in our resame panel several essential: the icon search will be the somoments of the action: painting is able to illus- called "hagiographithe beginning, the var- trate even ·the most · cal" · or biographical
ious -stages of it, and complex theological - ones-those ·which
the res1..~t. This is called and philisophical con- around the main pica "continuous" style, cepts, and in order to ture of the ,. saint place
and lets the painter ii- understand the icons a number of little
lustrate the story in devoted to these border scenes depictmuch greater detail. sophisticated _subjects, ing his miracles. At
· Some icons can go on has to go back to least 40 events in the
even further: when the written. texts. Some- life of the saint and
they depict a life of a times it is a very long after his death were iisaint and the miracles and tedious· process. lustrated in Old Russian
which occurred after When we research the icon painting. Ultimhis death, they can ex- literary sources of the ately, the illustrations
tend the span of repre- pictorial representa- derived from the texts,
sented time to several tions of St. Nicholas, we and the authors tried,
centuries. For instance, find out that there are whenever possible, to
some scenes will show at least 12 main works employ already existthe time in which the describing his life, his ing models, borrowed
saint lived, say, the death, and his post- from the field of Bibli~ third century. Some humous miracles. Ad- cal iconography; by
other scenes will de- ditionally, there exist acGepting the . estabpict miracles which local tales and leg- lished, easily underhappened in the ninth, ends; this brings a con- standable and legible
rules and laws o icon- motion of the points of tenth, or fifteenth cen- siderable amount of iconographical formresults
iii tury. In its ability to de- new material to our in- ulae, they were able to
ography we are able view
to appreciate the icon simultaneous represen- - pict time extension, vestigation. Armed render most of the
painting much better. tation of; let's say, the the icon comes close with all the data pos- Nicholas scenes.
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lake a look at which either · do not ly, a stone appeared
:>tagraphical appear on the other floating on the waves,
three, or are original and the merchants
the saint from
and 16th cen- Russian inventions, not embarked on -it, laare similar, known in Byzgntine art. menting the death of
quite different. On the first icon, these- their friend. Next morntcon has only cond scene in th~ top ·ing, a· great fish swam
let' scenes, the row of the·second icon up to the stone and
and third-18, shows Nicholas' refusal opened its mouth. The
t tourth-20. All _ to take milk on Wed- merchants cried intern include the nesdays and . Fridays. ror, but from the mouth
scenes: the The third icon has both of the fish · their lost
r Nicholas, his
of these scenes, but companion emerged
, his consec- the baptism scene with a sack of gold. He
employs a little differ- explained that after a
llemetimes two
scenes: con- ent iconography. The prayer to Nicholas, he
most interesting icon is was saved from
11 into a deafest, and bish- the last, dated 1551. Its drowning by. the fish.
e saving of a originality lies in a mar- The· stone carried the
m floundering,
velous rendering of a merchants to Byzan,pearance to
miracle of three mer- tium, where they met
Constantine chants, which can be their wrongdoers and
10rchos Ablabriefly recounted as avenged themselves.
saving of follows:
· The painter decided
ent men
The three merchants to render .the miracle
pcution, the
sailed on a ship to in three scenes: first
the translaByzantium and were shows the. pagan
saint's relics
thrown· into the sea .by throwing one of the
in.Asia Minor
the pagan sailors. One merchants into the
Italy. Apparof the merchants did sea, head first, and the
selection of . not know how to swim, other two men swimwas almost . and immediately be- · ming in the wavy wafor every
gc;m · to drown. The ters. The second scene
saint. Howother two swam, pray- depicts two men sitting
ricons have
ing to St. Nicholas, pro- on the floating stone,
more scenes
tector at sea. Sudden- while the fish with wide-.
ly open jaws "spits" th~
third man on the stone
(continuous style I). The
third scene shows the
arrival of the men on
the stone at the gates
of Byzantium. In order
to depict this fairy-talelike story, the Russian
painter t1ad to search
for
appropriate
iconographic formulae. He found an
excellent source in
iconography of the
Jonah story. In the
traditional Byzantine
representations of
Jonah story there were
at least three important elements which
could serve as models
for the merchant mir-
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acle: Jonah being
thrown out of the ship,
head first; Jonah being
swallowed by a seamonster; and Jonah in
front of Ninivah,
greeted by its inhabitants. In order for the
Jonah iconographic ·
formula to suit the

that these new compositions were always
less rigid and underwent many changes
and revisions. Quite
frequently, they included elements imposed on the painters
by the surrounding
World: details inspired

Nicholas story, the
painter just added
some details to it. His
additions consisted of
the heads of the two
merchants in the sea,
the stone with the merchants on it, and the
sack on the shoulder of
the merchant emerging from the fish's
mouth. We are dealing
here with an excellent
example of the ingenuity of the Russian
painters: when an established formula for
the representation of
the miracle could not
be found, a closely re1at ed model was
adapted by skillful additions or eliminations.
If is interesting to note

by everyday life and
customs · as well as
these
re.f lecting
political, social or religious trends. This
makes iconography -a
truly fascinating subject, a window through
which today we can
peek into the old, forgotten and still unknown world.
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Ain't nobody like Chaka Khan

Ain't nobody like Chaka Khan

Ain't nobody like Chaka Khan
by Jeff Johnson
A recent Grammy winner for her duet
w / Rufus on "Ain't Nobody", Chaka Khan
has this month released her fifth solo
album entitled I Feel For You. It would be
nice to be able to say that she has once
again topped herself, but unfortunately,
this time I can't.

The title song, originally recorded by ·
the Pointer Sisters, isn't half bad. What
Ruth, June, and Anita didn't realize was "I
Feel-for You"'s potential for "jam- ability.
As one of the better cuts on the album, itl
rocks with Herbie Hancock-type rhythm
and Chaka Khan sass. Also very note-

worthy a re "This Is My Night", "My Love Is
Alive", and "Stro nger than Before". All
are done with style enhanced by
Chaka's own spiciness, but alas, this
album could have been so much more.
In 1981, Quincy Jones teamed up with
disco-queen, Donna Summer, for a
, fiasco known as Donna Summer. On. I
Feel for You, much of the same has occured, only not to a devastating degree.
The problem is not with the artist, who is
io top form, but with her producers, who
can't leave well enough alone and
refra in from the excessive electronic
dazzle . Miss Khan's work is still admirable, but-the.fondue coating of her ·
.abilities with unnecessary synthesizers
and computer flash makes I Feel for You
far under par in respect to Chaka's more
recent successes, like Wha'cha Gonna
Do for Me, Chaka Khan, and "Ain't
Nobody".
The final consideration is commercial
success. Chances are very favorable
that I Feel for You will do very well. With
-Khan's last mega-hit, people will be anxious to check out the new material.
What's more, in the likes of fellow soul_
songstresses like Shannon, Stephanie
Mills, and The Pointer Sisters, I Feel for ·
You is rich in electronic mish-rriash which
seems to be hot right now. Already the
title song "I Feel for You" has reached
#7 on the soul charts. And despite the
over-abundance~of computer
wizardry ...ain't nobody that jams like
Chaka Khan!

Anthem: Not crucial enough
Anthem: Not crucial enough
by Randy Brown
"I soy the fence can't hold: Too much bull
inna the pen ..."
W1th their new release, Anthem, reggae
band Black Uhuru again sends its warning
message out the Babylon. The sound Is
familiar to those who know the music of Black
Uhuru: slamming bass, precise drumming,
plenty of electronic and dub effects, and the
strange wailing vocals which are a
trademark of the band. Anthem, however,
falls short of greatness. Though It Is competently executed, it is not representative of
Black Uhuru's musical potential.
Roots reggae Is an increasingly popular
form of reggae music. It differs from the more
slick, melodious reggae of, soy, Jimmy Cliff or
the Mighty Diamonds In that it emphasizes
the drum and bass, the "roots" of the
Jamaican sound. Black Uhuru is an example
of a very powerful and original band of this
type. They gained a large following in the

United States and Great Britain when they
opened for the Rolling Stones on one of their
tours. The release of one or two outstanding
albums put them solidly in the ranks of new
and important reggae bands.
A strong point of Black Uhuru's sound is the
famous and respected rhythm section of Sly
Dunbar (drums), and Robbie Shakespeare
(bass). They are responsible for the band's
strong ranking beat.
Lead singer Michael Rose has a very
distinctive vocal presence. His chants and
yodels have an almost Middle-Eastern flavor,
which is strange and beautiful. Duckie Simpson and Puma Jones (a woman-unusual in a
reggae band) provide the harmonies.
At their best, Blach Uhuru produces some of
the most hypnotic, intoxicating, and driving
music in contemporary reggae. At their worst,
they are plodding and monotonous. Anthem
falls somewhere between the two extremes.

The album begins with "What is Life", a pretty good song which· grows on you. It contains
some Princ_e-like electronic effects. Anthem
includes a decent cover of the song
"Solidarity" by former E-Street Band member
Steve Van Zandt (Van Zandt's version is better, though). This is notable because Black
Uhuru does not usually do covers. The best
cut on the album is "Bull in the Pen", which Is
most similar to their usual and most effective
style. It is in the same vein thpugh not quite
equal to, such past rockers as "Shine Eye Gal"
and "The Whole World is Africa".
Tough Anthem is technically well done, it
lacks the power of such former Black Uhuru
releases, as Slnsemllla and Red. Many of the
songs on Anthem tend to be dull and
repetitive, making the album just good, Instead of great.

NOW OPEN
FOR
•BREAKFAST •LUNCH
•DINNER
PROFESSIONAL TYPING

"Guaranteed ace u racy.
Spelling corrected by computer. Term Papers, Theses,
bibliographies, applications, Resumes, research
papers, cover letters, word
processing. IBM Displaywriter. Same-day service
available. Pick-up & delivery.
657-0079."

- by Dave Sarney
News-Platinum records were awarded earlier this
month to Sheena Easton for her Ip, You Could Have
Been With Me, and to Chicago for their latest, Chicago

,

dB's, Like This, Rickie Lee Jones, The Magazine, Let's Ac-

The Sand.

In The Works-David Johansen, George Benson, Big
Country, Tom Petty, The Who, Hall & Oates, Jethro Tull,
the Blasters, XTC, Brian ENo, ABC, Eric Clapton, UB40,
Third World, Jason & the Scorchers. Concerts-Four in
Legion (10/30 Cocoa Beach), Molly Hatchet (11/3
Brevard County Fair), Edgar Winter (11/ 4 Cocoa
Beach, 11/8 Orlando), Beaver Brown (11/6 Orlando),
Dlo (11/10 Lakeland), Santanna (11/10 Tampa),
Chicago (11/17 Lakeland), Elton John (11/18 Tampa),
Sammy Hagar/Krokus (11/18 Lakeland), Modern Jazz
Quartet (11 /18 Clearwater), Pat Metheny (11 /24 Tampa), Jerry Reed (12/16 Daytona).

628-8069
115 East Lyman Ave. W.P.

ports

17. The town of Burbank .(beautiful downtown Burbank, that
is), Colifornia has lost a case in Federal Appeals Court
recently. Burbank was contesting a 1979 ruling which
awarded S25,000 to a local concert promoter whose
shows were "banned" by the town. The Federal Court ruling upheld a lower court decision that found Burbank's
actions unconstitutional because they violated the First
Amendment. Mark Knopfler of Dire Straits is currently working on the soundtrack for the movie "Cal". Wanna bang
your head with Jesus? Then get ready for Stryper, a new
h~-metal band of born-again musicians.. The long
haired foursome plans to use their hard rocking shows to
spread the word of God. The band reportedly distributes
copies of the New Testament instead of selling T-shirts and
tour programs. Peter Garrett, the fearsome lead singer of
Australia's Midnight Oil, is running for a s~at in that
country's senate. Garrett will be listed as a candidate
representing the Nuclear Disarmament Party at the
December 1st balloting. Talking Heads member Jerry Harrison will be using President Reagan's now famous "Outlaw
Russia" blooper in an upcomin·g solo single. Harrison says
that If the song becomes a hit, he will share royalties with
ex-Hollywood star. Bombs away, Bonzo. New Vinyl-The
tive, Cypress, Vanity, WIid Animal, Tommy Shaw, Glrls
With Guns, Blackfoot, Vertlcle Smiles, Zebra, No Tellln'
Lies, Comateens, Deal With It, Jimmy Buffett, Rlddles In

Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-4 p.m.

"YEAR-ROUND
SWIMWEAR''

li!Y An:S

Fine Lingerie • Foundations
· Swimwear • -Loungewear

10% OFF FOR ROLLINS
WITH THIS AD!
at Aloma Shopping Center
Aloma Avenue
Call 677-8166
Surf Reports! -Call: 677-S.URF
SKATEBOARDS! CASUAL SHIRTS!
Bucci and Vuarnet sunglasses!

LOW PRICES!!!

218 Park Avenue N.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Telephone: 629-1705

* Surf Teams Are Now Forming! *

Chameleons debut album sux
By Brinker Vancott
The Chameleons U.K. debut album,
SCRIPT•of■lhe•Brldge, reflects contem·
porary New Wave trends-droning drums,

grating guitars, and langulshlng lyrlcs.
Their vocalist walls dirges of angst,
desperately trying to unite the haunting
qualltles of Soft Cell sound with the Inciting
lyrics of The Pollce, Floyd, or Springsteen.
He falls. The advertised song,
•Monkeyland", pleads for someone to
"lend out an ·s.o.s.11 • Later, "Is there

anybody there?". I got the feellng they
were calllng for fans, rather than men.
Musically The Chameleons rival their own
adeptness for ly~cs. With indeflnHe wisdom.,
their producers offered a helpful sugges•
tlon for better llstenlng: "To obtain the best
, effect from this L.P., please tum II up". I offer
a better suggestion; "Tum It off". Scrlpl•ofthe·Brldge lays credence to the belief that
New Wave Is dead. New Wave Isn't dead, It
Just smells funny.

Perhaps I'm being too caustic wHh The
Chameleons. This is their first album proctuc. llon. It sounds llke their first album. What
more can you ask for? Can we expect big·
ger and better productions In the future?
Mark Burgess, Bass and vocals, says,
"Perhaps we wlll make another. Who,
knows? Not me!". And who wlll critique this
next endeavor for the Sandspur? Who
knows? "Not me"!!

yooare
..
the vertical flatwall. The only thing you see is the .· ·
sky, and the 1/ 4 inch rope that is holding you ·
suspended in space. The best part comes next.
You are comfortably situated on the flatwall
ready to . drop. Depending on personal
preference some people walk down slowly
while others almost free fell the entire distance. It
was such a rush that everyone insisted on going
again.
After another round we sat and watched a
couple of veteran Stetson repellers go
"Australian" (Face first rather than backwards).
When the ropes were coiled and all the equipment was back in order, instructor Kemper Smith
led a small discussion on how repelling ·can lead
to personal growth.
Again we thank Stetson Outdoor Club and
the Rollins participants and R.O.T.C. Look for
more trips of a simila nature in the future and
keep eyes and ears open for R.0.C. happenings.

On Wednesday, Oct. 16, two carloads of
left Winter Park and headed for Stetson
University in Deland. A 3:30 rendezvous at the
R.O.T.C. repelling tower with members of
.,....~,_,..... n·c- outdoor club began a fantastic afternoon of learning and repelling. The R.O.T.C.
tower is 40 feet high. Next time you're on the
fourth floor Ward, try to picture stepping out for
a walk down to the ground. Tim Arnheim, who is
an avid repeller bounced down the wall with the
ease of a seasone.d S.W.A.T. team member.
After this expert demonstration, it was our turn.
The repelling procedure had 3 basic parts: The
ladder, The step, and The repel. The ladder is a
slim iron ladder on the side of the tower. The .
climb was almost the "worst' part of it. You knew
as you went up that you were coming down in a
much less conventional manner. The step was
the hardest part of the repel. All one must do is
lean backwards over a forty foot drop and say
"REPELLING!!". The process involves leaning back

Seafood & Oyster Bar
WINTER PARK

&78-8400

WEDNESDAY
ROLLINS NIGHT ·
CO.ME EAT 15c OYSTERS BEFORE
YOO GO TO CROC CLUB
CRAB SPECIALS TOES. & WED. NIGHT
.MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL SPECIALS
HAPPY HOUR .MON.-FRI. 4-6
15coYSTERS
soc DRAFTS

-------------.-;;"">•

~
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-------------------------------FREE BEER!!!

Bring this coupon in for a free mug of beer anytime
(NO PURCHASE NECESSARY) at:

THE PIZZA PUB
Under New Management!!!
140 West Fairbanks Ave.
I

(Right Next to Rollins' Campus!)
WILD WEDNESDAYS and SUPER SUNDAYS!
All you can eat -

Pizza and Salad Bar for $3.89 from 5 PM - 8:30 PM

EAT-IN SPECIAL: One free trip to salad bar
anytime a pizza is ordered!
WE HONOR COUPONS or DISCOUNTS
FROM ANY COMPETITOR!!!
(One coupon per order, please -

not valid with eat-in specials.)

$3.25 Bud 6-packs to go with orders!
(May change without notice)

TWO BLOCKS NORTH OF FAIRBANKS
ON RIGHT HAND SIDE

FREE DELIVERY!!!
Every Friday, Saturday, and Sunday -

CALL 628-2698

25e BEERS!

----------------------~~------
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The "busyness" of the long distance climber
One of the prerequisites of being a succ,ssful "yuppie" Is the ability to be busy. The degree of busyness Is In
. direct conelatlon to seH-lmportance.
I was once a respected counter-culture cashier at the NUTS·NOT·NUKES food co-op. Ho,,ever, now I am drlv·
Ing a BMW and Juggling my Ginny Mays over Columbia Cremes at Two Flights Up. My old friend Al, a laid back
potter who still reads Jack Kerouac and extolls Sven Nyquist's cinematography, called tast night. I hied to ex•
plaln how tough it was to be upwardly mobile.
- John, my man!
- Al? Big Al?
P- Yeah. John, y~u stuffed shirt! Wanna do a little chompln' down at Tony's?
- Gee, Al ... Love to, love to, but you know ... I'm so incredibly busy ...
- Sul'.e, John. We're all busy, but we're talkin' Pesto Sauce! ·
Yeah, yeah, great stuff, state of the art. But you can't believe how busy I am. I wanna say yes, but tonight I have
c;a computer course. Very complex system. Incredible language! Tomorro)V is Father and Son Night at Nike's
Nautilus. Joshua and Jason are·so excited! And Thursday is. Investment Poker. Monica's Suzuki Piccolo Recital is
on Friday, and Saturday, of course, is golf at Disney ...
- Golf? John, I remember ·w hen you were allergic to polyester pants and white shoes!
- t:1ey, gimme a break! We're doin' a high profile CH on a PH. Keeps me busy!
- en on a PH???
- Class Image Interaction on a Potential Income. Initiator. Mega-Speak, Al. No one uses full sentences
anymore. It's.a TW.
-TW?
- Time Waster. Can't be a TW wh~n you're maximum bus.y ... '
- TW! John, I remember when you won the all-night BS Contest wHh your treatise on Preraphaelite Trends in
Nietzschean Ethics. A classic. Talk about wasting time ...
- Hey, those were the days ... SUNY Stony Brook, clas-s of '70. Your lecture on the Use of Tofu in Combating the
Military Industrial Complex was inspirational. Al, I'd love to chat, but I have to get to a Coq>orate Guilt Seminar
and do a Power Lunch at Brandywines ... Sunday looks really possible, but ... no, I have my PEACE Group ...
- John, you're not in··the Peace movement still, are you? - PEACE, Al. ·People Engaged in Active Covert Elitism. The dynamics of it are .staggering. But really, Al, we'll
have to catch some sushi. 1·can probably work you·into my calendar. I'll give you call,_I promise. You know, I'm
·
so busy ... But it's been greaMo talk tp you. i must run now, bye, bye ...

a

"TICKET TO ROCK"

PART III ·IS HERE!

Fine_Food & Billiard Establishment
Tournament Tables
Happy Hour 4 p.m.-7 p.m. Everyday
1025 W. Fairbanks• Winter Park• 647-3354

.Listen for details ~n how you can win a great vacation and the best seats
in the house for the hottest concert:$ around the world. Simply fill_ out
your ''Ticket T(? Rock" entry blank, mail it to _WDIZ and listen to win.

.-~-------------------------.
Entry blanks are available on the back of bumper
stickers , or use the form below..
·
.

And .Keep Roekin' Orlando!!

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. --) - - - - - - - AGE TELEPHON~(
Keep L•scen•na To WDIZ For Deta.as
.
on How You Can ••nttt
MAIL TO WOIZ
2699 Lee Road Suite 470
Winter Park, fl 32789

t·
FASHION SQUARE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

10% OFF

·•I

REGULAR PRICED
MERCHANDISE

I

With School I.D. and This Coupon

I
I
I
I
1

GUESS • NAfNAf' • KAMALI • TON SUR TON :
.I
I
I
I
I

---------------------------
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Mondale's favorite dream.

DONALD E. McKENNA
for _
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
District 36
Democratic candidate

• STATE WIDE_PLANNING OFFICE
• TEN DAY COOLING OFF PERIOD -

Every Thursday

GUN SALES

• BULLET TRAIN LINKING FLORIDA CITIES

Ladies' Nite

• ELIMINATE PAROLE SYSTEM -

VIOLENT CRIMES

• OPPOSE INCREASES IN UNIVERSITY TUITION
• OPPOSE STATE INCOME TAX

Free Champagne 8:30-11:~0

. • REDUCE GROWTH AND SPENDING ·oF GOVERNMENT

25¢ BEERS
$1.50 _PITCHERS

QUALIFICATIONS
• B.A. degree in Geography1
• Several years experience in Engineering
• Former city planner of Winter Springs ·

MON. - WED. - THURS. 10-11:30
FRI. 7-9:00
SAT. 9:30-11:00

Entertainment:

U.S. MALES

My experience in planning and engineering, my educational
background, serve to make me feel I could well represent the people of
District 36 in Tallahassee. Please give your vote on November 6th.

November 1-2-3

-

Sincerely,

EellDES

Donald E. McKenna

326 Park Ave. S.

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

----------------------------------

50o/o OFF

,

i

ANY DOUBLE CONE OR cap:
(with this coupon)

Good at Winter Park Store Only

the

COLONY SALON
BARBER-BEAUTY SHOP
Shoe St1ines

Colony Gardens
329 Park Ave. S.

::~~ f;rk. FL.

~

M£~US

Appt's. Available
Walk-ins Welcome
Student Discounts

Travel Rite

HAAGEN-DAZS
116 E. New England Ave.

~-------------------~-------------

TRAVEL
PROFESSIONALS

153 East New England Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
(305) 64 7 -4034
706 Turnbull Ave. Suite 103
Altamonte Springs, Florida 32701
(305) 339-8111

WIRELESS
I have a friend
by Dino Londls
1am a ~~l'VV'll'"""re here at Rolllns College. A

year ago, I made a friend. His name Is Blff and
we hit It off really well. Blff enjoys Rolllns very
much. He llkes the Idea of a liberal arts school
and takes full advantage of It. He suns, water
skis, flirts with all the girts. This guy Is what I
thought a Rolllns student should be. He even
had the look to_ match. Blff was a dirty blond,
bronze god.
Blff and I went ev'AIV\All'\Cllirlll:li, We enjoyed goIng to Park Avenue, Decades and even Just
staying In my room to talk. Blff's ease In conversation sold me on what a good man he was. He
knew Just enough about everything, but never
probed too deep Into any specific topic. He
was Interested In his classes, but never became
engulfed with them.
At the end of my freshman year, last year, Blff
went back to his home In the North. Most of his
brothers are attending school there and he
wanted to see them as well as get back home;·
He told me he would not write. He didn't. Blff
prefers face to face conversations rather than
the coldness of letters.
When school started this year, I couldn't wait
to see Blff. Two weeks passea and I finally saw
him In the student center pulllng his mall from
his box. He looked better than ever. His tan was
richer and I noticed his hair was Just a shade
lighter from all the sun he took In over the summer.
"Hey Blff, how's It going?" I said, as I patted
him on the back. He looked at me as If I had
done him some sort of Injustice. "Blff? Blff Smith?"
"My name Is Scooter, not Blff.11 My Jaw nearty
hit the floor. I was sure this was my friend, Blff
Smith. I thought Blff was gMng me the cold
shoulder untll he showed me hl_
s mall. ·He was
~ght. His mall read: 11Scooter Smith"
"kly relation, Scooter, to Blff?" I thought It was
a perfectly reasonable, If not often asked Question considering they look so much allke. "Ne
you brothers?"
"NO", he said and walked away. I tumed to
my left and there was Blff. I yelled.
"Bffl, there Is a guy on campus who looks exactly llke you."
11
1know." Blff res,"""'~~. "l'Ve seen him." I felt
a sudden rush of rellef. All was normal again. Blff
was Blff and Scooter was Scooter.
I told Mutty my story. Mutty Is a girt on campus
I tell everything. we were walklng toward the
library when Blff passed us and he would not
have noticed us If I did not accost him.
"HI Blff"
11
Scooter" he said.
11
Sorry, Scooter"
11
1f you want Blff, he Is on the library steps."
Scooter pointed.
11
Bffl" I yelled. Half the men on campus tumed
around to respond. Their faces were the same.
In fact everything about them was the same,
except for some deviation In their hair color.
They even had the same name. "Blff." The next
thing that happened, I know I will never forget.
They all resnnnrtArt, 11HI Dino". They sounded
the samel They all knew me. They were all my
frtend(s), but I knew them o,lly as Blff. In sheer
11
frustration I yelled again, 11Scooter. The other
half of the men tumed around. They looked llke
Blff, Scooter and each other. I was friends with
allot them, and knew none of them. With the
11
entire campus looklng at me I felt uneasy. Do
you want to go to Decades tonight?" I asked
au of them. They ra~•l"V'Vvt.:i~ as a choir would.
11
No, Dino, l'Ve got a major test tomorrow.

Thanx."

Ten films to ) ,

h
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by Bertha Venaflon
In ghoulish tribute to the Night of the
Dead, we present to you this list of films we
highly recommend that you see for your
own horrific viewing pleasure. Each has
some value as to Its ability to scare the sh-- out of mere mortals, so read on, If you
dare!
1. The Hunger-Avant-garde horror abqut
a modern day vampire, perfect for the 11 lntellectual" horror fan, real deep. It stars
Catherine Deneuve as ·the lusty vampire
and David Bowie and Susan Sarandon as
her mortal lovers. The only film ever to
make bleeding sexy.
2. Dracula~The old 1930's classic starring
Lon Chaney and Bela Lagois is stlll scary
50 years later. In black and white, this film
creates a mood that Is almost
unbearable. The classic Stoker novel of a
blood-sucking count is always good for a
midnight shiver.
·
3. Creepshow-Relentless intensity in the
company of comic book horror makes
this screenplay by horror-prince, Stephen
King, a perfect snack for Halloween. Five
bone-chilling vignettes including
Father's·Day'' and They're Creeping Up
on You" contribute to the fun.
4. The Exorcist-The classic 1974 shocker!
That was the year when our mommies and
daddies returned home aghast after seeing thirteen year old Linda Blair vomit pea
soup., speak in words that would make
sailors blush, and do unsavory ·things with
a crucifix. This electrifying tale of
demonic possession is the finest of its
class and is good anytime of the year, but
especially horrifying on Oct. 31!
5. Hush, Hush, Sweet Charlotte-Hollywood.
veteran Bette Davis's notorious story of a
sweet Southern Belle withe few screws
loose is still an excellent bit of celluloid to
make your ·b lood curdle. Watch out for
that scene with- the meat cleaver.
11

11

6. Allen-Sci-fi horror in tip-top shape!
Sigouney Weaver stars as the ballsy lone
survivor on a spaceship harboring a maneating alien. High Intensity and first rate
special effects are part of this very
suspensefu_
l spine-tlngler.
7. The Omen-The best of the 11Antl-Chrlst"
movies is great for Halloween madness. 6
year old Damien Is bumping off everyone
who threatens to reveal his terrible
secret-that he Is the devll incarnate. Excellent muslcal ·score adds to the horror.
8. Night of the Living Dead-George
Romero's 1968 B-fllm about flesh eating
zombies has since become a massive
cult fllm In which the audience partlclpates by dressing like the undead.
From the horrifying scene of matricide to
the numbnuts officer who mistakenly shoots
th~ hero, this second rate fllm Is first rate
terror.
9. Don't Be Afraid of the Dark-Originally
made for TV, this incredibly scary movie
about little goblins which lurk In
chimneys, carry razors, and cause
unspeakable may.h em is possibly one of
the best Halloweeen" movies ever
made. Extremely nerve-wrecking, this
unsettling gem Is perfect for that night of
nights.
10. Halloween-In 1979, director John
Carpenter released this little diamond
probably unaware of the Incredible suecess it was to achieve. About an escaped
maniac that stalks babysitters on Halloween night, this gruesome tale is tastefully done and nearly perfectly executed.
Some of us have seen it so many times
that it's lost its touch, but to the first-timer,
lock your doors!
There you have 'em, boys and ghouls,
10 strong suggestions to make this wondrously awful night complete. Oh, and be
sure to check under your bed tonight...
11

For help with parties call Rollins Representative: Jennifer Fisher, 629-4175.
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Mini-Profile: Denise Hall
by David Greenberg
One ingredient of the success of the Rollins
Women's Basketball team this year could be Freshman Denise Hindle. Her high school record speaks
for itself.
As a center for the South Gwinnett (Georgia)
Comets, Denise scored 13 points per game last
. year, for a total of 370 (second on the team.) She
shot 51 % from the floor (the team's second best
mark), she hit 64% of her free throws, and pulled
down 9.0 rebounds per game to lead the squad.
Last year_, Denise was first team All-County, she
made the Atlanta Tip-off Team of the Month (Jan . .

'84), the Gwinnett Team of the Month (Dec. '83),
and the Gwinnett Team of the Year. Denise was
also voted as Georgia All-State reserve.
"Coach (Gloria) Crosby contacted ~e (about
the possibility of attending Rollins) last February.
her assistant, Lilly Brock, was at one of the games
at the State Tournament and saw me play," said
Hindle.
"I picked Rollins because it is in the middle of
Florida and the academic ration for pre-law
st_u dents getting into law school ~s good."
It is also interesting to note that Denise once

played op. the Men's Junior High Basketball team
when she lived in Marine, lliinois. When the idea
first arose, there was major opposition from the
school board over her right to play. However, on
the grounds that there was no. eighth grade team
for women, Denise, the Men's team, their coach,
and her par~nts fought the -board and won. That
· year, she scored 12 points a game and pulled
down 10 rebounds a game.
Besides basketball, Denise lists music ,
horseback riding, water-skiing and photography
as her interests.

Mini-Profile: Mary Dinneen
by David Greenberg
. Mary Dinneen, a sophomore at Rollins College,
will captain this year's Lady .Tars -Tennis Team
while playing in the number one slot for the
second straight year. She entered Rollins from
Trinity Prep where she was their number one
player all four years. Mary also was the District
High School Champ each of those years, and was
ranked in the top three in the state during her
Junior Circuit tennis career.
Dinneen, a Winter Park resident, grew up
playing the game, as tennis was popular g·a me in
her family. Her brother, John, still instructs Mary
when the two are together. John (Harvard Class of

'84) is now the assistant coach of the Harvard
Worn.en's Tennis Team. (Mary's other brother,
Peter, is now a Harvard senior and plays on the
school's squash team.)
_
Mary, a member of the Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sorority, was honored to play for the USA ·against
Australia in lhe victorious Bonnie Belle Cup
National Team. She was also selected to represent
the South at the National Sports Festival. Mary has .
won the Southern Open Junior Championship, as
well as many ·other titles. This summer s~e was
asked by the USTA Fto compete in the Olympic
Trails-something she lists as one of her greatest

The

achievements.Dinneen compiled a 10-4 record this summer,
playing _in five open USTA tournaments, in.e luding
a tournament victory at the Gondolfo Grand Prix.
Her most recent victory was at the C. L. Varner
Memorial Tournament, held at Rollins.
Mary lists swimming and track as two other
sports she · enjoys. She is a sociology major at
Rollins, and is int~rested in the field of education,
a career she intends to pursue when her
competitive tennis days are finished.

Women's Tennis
Team Results

PINK
FLAMINGO

WOMENS TENNIS TEAM RESULTS

C-lo·~hing Company
Fihe Vintage Clothing
Men and Women·

I~--

Victorian
through
1950s

1217 ½ N Orange Ave
Orlando, FL 32804
· (30$) 898-7228

. •..

by Susan Williams
The women's tennis team went to Harvard
University October 18-21 to play tl?-eir first match
of the season. The top eight members that went
were Mary Dinneen, Allyson Farlow, Cara Small,
Lia Baker, Geraldine Von Demleux, Liz Burger,
Ingrid Olson and Sue Blomstrom. The competing
teams were Harvard, Princeton, Clemson, · the
Univ~rsity of North_Carolina and the University of
Texas. All of these schools have a high calibur of
players, making this an especially hard
tournament.
Overall, the results of the Rollins' team were not
bad with Liz Burger, Geraldine Von Demleux and
Sue Blomstrom making it to the second round and
Mary Dinneen making it to the finals. Geraldine
Von Demleux and Sue Blomstrom had a good
tournament~ especially since this was their first
match with the Rollins' team. First round losers
were Allyson Farlow, Cara Small, Lia Baker, and
Ingrid Olson. A team members attributed the losses to the lack of tournament competition as a team.
Many of the other schools have been competing ·
since September.
Mary Dinneen beat Harvard's number one
player, Erika Smith and Texas' Beverly Bowes
before losing in the final to Nicole Stafford of
Clemson, 7-6, 2-6, 6-3. The win over Bowes was a
breakthrough for Mary because she has never
beaten her in previous matches. (Bowes is ranked
fifth in the nation.)
On October 24, Mary leaves for Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina to play the All American
Tournament. She was picked from the top 32
players in division one teams .
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Baseball charity
marathon_game
by David Greenberg
On Sat. October 13, the Rollins Baseball team
and the Chi Psi fraternity engaged in a grueling
12-hour marathon baseball game, with the
proceeds going towards the "Mr. Shirley Fund."
Any money exceeding the goal, estimated at
between $1500-1800, will be directed towards the
baseball team itself for miscellaneous expenses. ·
For the past twelve years, Mr. Shirley has been
coming to Rollins at the beginning of spring to
help- the baseball team with their equipment and
washing their uniforms. Since his expenses (travel,
apartment, living costs, etc.) do not fall under the
team's budget, the Tars hold various kinds of fund
raisers each year to raise the needed money. This
year, Cjaptain Dave McCoy and Head Cjoach
Boyd Coffie got together to discuss the event.
"We first planned to play each other in an intersquad game," related Coffie, "but it's worked out
better with the Chi Psi playing. It's very beneficial
to us in more than just helping Mr. Shirley,
because I'm in the process of doing the hardest
part of my job-cutting people.
"By using the pitching machin_e (mo pitchers
were used during the game), it's consistent, so I'm
getting a good look at everyone - in a game
situation."
Hence, the game went for 69 innings, and the
Tars beat the Chi Psis 101-52, and more
importantly, $2,282 was raised in pledges and
donations ..
"(The baseball team) usually raiseas the money
themselves," said Bruce Pryde, Chi Psi's
treasurer, "but this year it makes it a bit more fun
and interesting. Mr. Shirley's always around
(Harper-Sheperd Field), and so he always comes
around to talk to us. We also feel we know him a lot
from the Psi's team."
The Chi Psis have long since been one of the
team's most loyal group of supporters.
"The team wants to · help Mr. Shirley :
themselves," said Coffie. "He does such a great
job with the team's attitude that they want to do
something for him. You have to be around him to
really appreciate him. He has pride in his job, he
is extremely responsible, he works hard, and he is
loyal. That's what we look for in a baseball playe-r.
He is so conscientious about his job. That's what
impresses me about him."
Keeping the uniforms clean and helping with all
the equipment seems like a minor job compared to
the mental boost he gives the team. Mr. Shirley has
a rare gift of maintaining an upbeat frame of mind
day after day, a needed aspect for success when
you have a schedule of about sixty games. He is
also one of the all-time great verbal abusers of
umpires, a humorous trait of his that ·keeps the Tars
emotionally loose. In fact, if Mr. Shirley played pm
the team, he would no doubt get thrown out of
every game.
"He's a guy that everyone cares about," said
Dave McCoy, because he cares about us. He's our
biggest and best fan. The players would do
anything for him. You can use as evidence the
Baseball Auction last year. (To raise money, the
team sold their services as "slaves" to the highest
bidder.) That was very embarrassing.
"He keeps the spirits of players up. He's always
rooting us on and heckling the other teams. And I
think the Chi Psi fraternity should also be given
credit for this (fund raiser). They really have no
(personal) benefit from doing this, but they know
enough about Mr. Shirley's c~aract~r to d<:> this for

Chi Psier Mike
Dave McCoy.

Tyson takes a cut in the 12 hour marathon game. Catching B Baseball Team Captain

him. They're having fun out here, but they could
be doing other things with Saturday afternoon and
night. Each one of them donated $10 a piece or got
at least $10 in pledges. Plus they're running a
concession stand during the whole event and
they'll probably raise another $100 there."
By selling quarter beers in 84 degree heat, they
may do a lot better than that.
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Men's soccer team picking up victories
by Erica Staffeld
After tying St. Thomas of Miami and losing to
the University of Tampa in late September, things ·
were not looking too bright for the soccer Tars.
These two results gave the Tars a 2-1-1 record
overall and ~ 0-1-1 record in fhe Sunshine State
Conference. In addition, the Tars were scheduled
to travel to Miami for games against the number 5
ranked team in the second division, F.I.U., and
Barry Univ.
Since the men were supposed to play on both
Saturday and Sunday in Miami, there were a lot of
surprised faces Saturday night when the team
showed up on campus. Upon arriving in Miami,
many members of the Tars' squad came down with
a violent case·of the flu. Both· of the games were
postponed, and the 'team came back to Winter
Park.

Rollins has come on strong since this time, posting a 7-1 record in the last eight games, including .,
their cu"rrent Six-game winning streak. The ·Tars ·
started this streak by rolling past the Dolph.ins of
Jacksonville University, 3-1. Leading Rollins in
this game was fullback Mike Garva.nian, with a
goal and two assists. Also scoring for the Tars were
Parker Roy and Bob Garlitz. After defeating the
Dolphins, the Tars travelled to Melbourne to take
on F.I. T. The Tars fared much better on this trip
than on their last two, outshooting F.I.T. 13-8,-and
using an Oyvind Klaus~n goal in the second half to
up their record to 5-2-1.
The men followed up this road game ~th an im-.
portant three game home stand. Included in this
stand were games against a Div. 1 team and _a
conference rival. Rollins used this perioud tq run
their steak to five games without a loss. The first
•--"

game of 'this stand was against the University of
North . Carolina ~t Wilmington. The score at the
end of the first half was 1-1, indicating a close tight
game. The Tars cam~ out in the second half and .
just blew past the visiting team scoring three
additional goals while allowing only one. Final
score: 4-2, Rollins. Senior Chris Hampton l~d the
high-flying Tars with two goals, followed by
freshman Ricky .Garcia and Keith Buckley with
one each. This victory enables Rollins to say they
are undefeated against Div. J opponents so far this
year.
_
The Tars played even better against conference
foe St. Leo, crushing them 13-1. The thirteen goals
scored by the me~ fell four short of their all time
re~ord goals in a game, set in 1973 against the
University of Tampa. Bob Garlitz scored a hat trick
(three goals) in the game, and four differenct
players · scored two goals: Paul Butler, Milce
Garvanian, Tom Elias, and Chris Hampt9n.
Finishing out the scoring were Ricky Gc1rcia, and
playing forward as opposed to his usual gpalkeeper, Joe Raymond. Coach Beasley put Raymond at
forward at the beginning of the second -half, along
with defel!ders Butler and john Ford. This was
done in an effort _not to embarrass St. teo; however
· these players accounted for three goals of their
own.
in the final game of their home stand, Rollins .
squared off against Erskine College of South Car-olina. This .game has produced some ~retty heated
moments· in ·th"8 past, and · this yea,r proved- no
different. There were 18 fouls by _Rollins and 24 by
Erkshire. In the second half a mirror skirmish
broke out- between the teams, but. was quickly

broken -up, and play resumed. The Tars got the last
laugh over Erskine, however, defeating them, 2-1.
Englishmen Paul Butler and Gary Hayes scored
for Rollins.
In their most recent games, the Tars travelled to
St. Petersburg to play S.S.C. opponent Eckerd
College. Halftime found the team down by two
goals, 2-0; but they came out in the second half
and scored three goals to win 3-2. Coach Beasley
thinks it may have been the terrible playing
conditions that finally inspired his team. "The
reffing was horrible," he said, "and the condition
of the field was bad. Everybody was a little_mad-it
got them better motivated." Goalscorers in this
game were Butler, Garlitz, and Klausen.
When asked why the upswing in the teams fort:unes, Beasley -attributed to an· improved attitude
on the team. "The players recommitted themselves,. and realized they can't lose any more
games·. We_have to beat F.I. U." The games missed.
· earlier in the year have all been rescheduled,
including the Flagler -game that was rained out.
This leaves seven games on the schedule for the
Tars. Homecoming weekend (Nov. 3 and 4)
features the eighth annual alumni game and, on
Sunday, a game against crosstown rival U.C.F.
Beasley -is expecting a good game against
them~ "They have a good record, I expect a good
close game. Crowd support ~an be a big help for
us." The Rollins-U.C.F. game has always been
an exciting one, · and this year should be no
different as both teams love to win this unofficial
Orlando championship. The Tar have more
reasons than that to win their Homecoming game,
though-:- their playoff hopes.

Catholic in points scored (551), points per· game
)17.2), rebounds (289), rebounds per game (9.0),
and field goal percentage (54.8). Hence, he
should prove to _be a valuable addition to the Tars' lineup.
Contrary to what some people might think, the
fact that Joel attended Rollins had no influence on
hls decision. "H. anything, it would .cause me to
lean towards another school," said Curt, "because
my brother had a great career here,__ and
supposedly everyone would expect me to live up to
½their exoectations of me.

"(Joel) was a great player and I can only hope to
have as good a career as he did. I'm hot worried
about people comparing us.
This ·year Curt feels he will p~imarily play
forward for the Tars, unlike last year where he was
Tampa Catholic's power forward and center, while
winning team MVP, All-County, and All-State
honors. Although Curt didn't participate in any
other high school sports, he lists fishing and music
as his interests, and he is intending to concentrate
his efforts in the husiness area.

.

Mini Pro·f ile:·Curt Fiser
by David Greenberg
One question that niany people have been ·
asking is how Curt Fiser will compare to his older
brother Joel, the all-time leading scorer for the
Rollins Men's Basketball team. Curt, currently a
freshman, is anxiously-·awaiting the start of his
college career.
_
A resident of Tampa, Florida, Fiser entered
Rollins with outstanding credentials. During his
senior year at Tampa Catholic, he lead his team to
a 22-10 record overall, advancing the Crusaders
to post season play where they_lost to Fort_Mead in
the Sectionals. Individually, Curt lead Tampa

Tar Pits: Run for Adani Walsh
More than 1,000 runners of all ages are expected
to wind their way through the 10,000 meter course
in Sun Bank, N.A.'s 4th annual ''Run With The
Sun" to benefit the Adam Walsh Child Resource
Center, Inc.
Scheduled for Saturday, November 3, 1984 at
8:00 a.m., the race will begin at the Main Office of
Sun Bank, N.A. on Or~ge Ave. and Church St.
Run With The Sun is a Track Shack Grand Prix
Series event, sanctioned and certified by the
Governor's Council on Physical - Fitness and
Sports. The !OK race will be followed by a OneMile Fun Run.

-

A-spokesperson .for Sun Bank, N.A. said that the
Adam W a1sh Child Resource Center was selected
as the Run With The Sun beneficiary because it is
Sun Bank's philosophy to help b~d our commun- ·
ity. He added, "Since the local Adam W a1sh
Center is less than a year old we want to help
create public awareness and assist in fund raising
efforts so that the Center can fulfill its vital role in
Central Florida. Children are our resources of
tomorrow and we must solv~ child-threatening
problems."
· Run With The Sun entry forms are available at
all Sun Banks in Oranqe, Seminole and Osceola

counties, Track Shack (1322 N. Mills Ave.,
Orlando) and major sporting goods stores in the
Orlando area. The race fee is $6 for entries postmarked by October 26 and $8 for late entries. The
One-mile Fun Run entry fee is $4 including the
day of the race. Official Run With The Sun t-shirts
will be given to early registrants and all Fun Run
participants. Trophies will be awarded in all age
categories.
For more Run With The Sun information,
contact the race headquarters at Track Shack,
phone number 898-1313. -
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